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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel way to understand the low uptake of index insurance using the

interlinked concepts of ambiguity and compound lottery aversion. We begin our analysis by looking

at index insurance from the farmer's perspective, noticing that index insurance is a compound lottery.

Speci�cally, we use the smooth model of ambiguity aversion developed by Klibano�, Marinacci, and

Mukerji (2005) to derive an expression of the willingness to pay to reduce basis risk. Empirically, we

implement the WTP measure using framed �eld experiments with cotton farmers in Southern Mali.

In this sample, 57% of the surveyed farmers reveal themselves to be compound-risk averse to various

degrees. Using the distributions of compound-risk aversion and risk aversion in this population, we

then simulate the impact of basis risk on the demand for an index insurance contract whose structure

mimics the structure of an actual index insurance contract distributed in Mali. Compound-risk aversion

decreases the demand for index insurance relative to what it would be if individuals had the same degree

of risk aversion but were compound-risk neutral. In addition, demand declines more steeply as basis

risk increases under compound-risk aversion. Our results highlight the importance of designing contracts

with minimal basis risk under compound-risk aversion. This would not only enhance the value and

productivity impacts of index insurance, but would also assure that the contracts are popular and have

the anticipated impact.

Keywords: Index Insurance, Risk and Uncertainty, Compound Risk, Ambiguity, Field Experiments

1 Introduction

Informal risk mitigation mechanisms in developing countries tend to only insure against idiosyncratic shocks,

which a�ect a single individual, and are therefore costly in terms of forgone income (Alderman and Paxson

1992). Covariate shocks, which a�ect a group of people, remain widely uninsured in developing countries,

making households particularly vulnerable to such risks (Jalan and Ravallion 2001). A growing body of

research has produced compelling evidence that uninsured risk impedes economic growth; it leads to a

persistence of ine�cient traditional agricultural technologies (Morduch 1995) and may thereby contribute
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to poverty traps (Dercon and Christiaensen 2011; Carter and Lybbert 2012). Therefore, formal insurance

contracts could be a crucial instrument for improving welfare in developing countries.

Index insurance is an example of an innovative �nancial product designed to insure poor households

against shocks. The index is chosen to be some variable that closely correlates with farmers' yields, and an

individual farmer receives his/her indemnity if the index falls below a pre-determined strike point. Index

insurance overcomes informational problems and reduces transaction costs, and is therefore cheaper than

conventional indemnity insurance. This type of insurance can therefore o�er coverage for poor, small-

scale farmers who are typically excluded from existing formal insurance markets. However, uptake of the

product remains unexpectedly low, despite a decade of e�orts to promote index insurance as a tool for

poverty reduction in developing countries (Gine and Yang 2007, Cole et al. 2010, Boucher and Mullally 2010,

Meherette 2009).

This paper hypothesizes and tests a mechanism that can help explain the low uptake rates of index

insurance. We begin our analysis by looking at index insurance from the farmer's perspective. Compared

to conventional indemnity insurance, index insurance is itself a probabilistic investment: payouts are not

perfectly correlated with the farmer's loss. For example, in the case of an area-yield insurance contract,

the farmer's yield can be low when the average yield in the area is high, and vice versa. This imperfect

correlation is known as basis risk. Because of basis risk, index insurance is a compound lottery. The �rst

stage lottery determines the individual farmer's yield, and the second stage lottery determines whether or

not the index triggers an indemnity payout. Under the Reduction of Compound Lotteries axiom of expected

utility, individuals will reduce this compound lottery to a simple lottery. In this paper, we examine what

happens when we relax the assumption that decision makers behave according to the predictions of expected

utility theory.

There is a large body of literature on non-expected utility models of decision making under uncertainty,

but we focus here on the interrelated concepts of ambiguity and compound risk aversion. Ambiguity aversion

was �rst demonstrated by Ellsberg (1961), who showed that individuals react much more cautiously when

choosing among ambiguous risks (with unknown probabilities) than when they choose among risks with

known probabilities. While the individual probabilities under index insurance are known, for individuals who

cannot computationally reduce a compound lottery to a single lottery, the �nal probabilities are unknown,

as in the Ellsberg experiment. Halvey (2007) corroborates this intuition by experimentally establishing a

relationship between ambiguity aversion and compound-risk aversion, showing that those who are ambiguity

averse are also compound-risk averse.

Abdellaoui et al.(2011) notes that �(. . . ), behavior towards compound risk is relatively understudied in

the literature (. . . )�, and our paper helps �ll this gap by quantifying compound-risk attitudes in a previously

unexplored context, and by using a framed �eld experiment to study the implications of ambiguity and

compound-risk aversion on the demand for index insurance. To our knowledge, with the exception of the

study by Bryan (2010), we are not aware of any other study that looks at the impact of ambiguity attitudes
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on index insurance uptake.

Speci�cally, we use the smooth model of ambiguity aversion developed by Klibano�, Marinacci, and

Mukerji (2005) to derive an expression of the willingness to pay to reduce basis risk (WTP). We de�ne this

WTP as the maximum amount of money a farmer is willing to pay and still be indi�erent between index

insurance and the corresponding conventional indemnity insurance contract. We then show how this measure

varies with compound-risk aversion.

Empirically, we implement the willingness to pay measure using framed �eld experiments with cotton

farmers in Southern Mali. In this sample, 57% of the surveyed farmers reveal themselves to be compound-

risk averse to various degrees. Using the distributions of compound-risk aversion and risk aversion in this

population, we then simulate the impact of basis risk on the demand for an index insurance contract whose

structure mimics the structure of an actual index insurance contract distributed in Mali.

Compound-risk aversion decreases the demand for index insurance relative to what it would be if individ-

uals had the same degree of risk aversion but were compound-risk neutral. In addition, demand declines more

steeply as basis risk increases under compound-risk aversion. Were basis risk as high as 50%, only 35% of

the population would demand index insurance, as opposed to the 60% who would be willing to purchase the

product if individuals were simply maximizing expected utility. Previous studies have investigated various

other factors for the uptake of index insurance such as are lack of �nancial literacy and exposure to �nancial

markets (Giné et al., 2008); lack of trust (Cole et al. 2010); liquidity constraints and ambiguity aversion.

We provide evidence that an unstudied concept, compound-risk, could explain low uptakes of insurance.

An implication of this result is the importance of designing contracts with minimal basis risk when farmers

are compound-risk averse, to enhance the impacts of index insurance and to assure that farmers actually

demand the contracts.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we review the relevant literature.

We then present the theoretical framework and the derivation of the willingness to pay. In subsequent

sections, we describe and present the results of the �eld experiment in Mali. We conclude with potential

policy recommendations.

2 Related Studies

There is ample evidence that people do not behave according to expected utility theory when they face a risky

prospect, and most departures from expected utility theory are likely to exacerbate the e�ects of basis risk.

Because of the presence of basis risk, index insurance is a form of probabilistic insurance, a concept introduced

by Kahneman and Tversky [1979]. Contrary to the predictions of the expected utility theory, studies of the

uptake of probabilistic insurance have found that consumers dislike this type of insurance contract, instead

preferring a regular insurance contract that pays with certainty when a loss occurs. Wakker et al. [1997] used

survey data to show that the respondents demand about a 30% reduction in the premium to compensate for
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a 1% probability of not getting a payment in the case of a loss. Expected utility theory cannot explain these

�ndings. Under reasonable assumptions, an expected utility maximizer would be expected to demand only

a 1% decrease in premium to compensate them for the 1% increase in the probability that the insurance

contract fails. These observations lead us to wonder about the reasons behind this aversion to probabilistic

insurance.

Two main theories explain the attitudes of consumers towards probabilistic insurance: prospect theory,

namely the probability weighting function Kahneman and Tversky [1979], Wakker et al. [1997], and rank

dependent utility functions Segal [1988]. In this paper, we focus on the inter-related concepts of ambiguity

and compound risk aversion. The latter concept was �rst de�ned in Abdellaoui et al. [2011], by comparing

certainty equivalents between a compound lottery and the equivalent reduced lottery. According to their

de�nition, a decision maker is compound-risk averse (seeking) if the certainty equivalent for the compound

lottery is equal (above) the certainty equivalent of the simple lottery. As mentioned in the introduction, even

when the individual probabilities under index insurance are given objectively, for individuals who cannot

computationally reduce a compound to a single lottery, the �nal probabilities are unknown.

The relationship between attitudes towards compound lotteries and ambiguity aversion was �rst estab-

lished by the recursive non-expected utility model of Segal [1987] who had the novel idea of representing

the Ellsberg problem as a compound lottery. In the �rst stage, the decision maker assigns the probability

of getting the various lotteries in the second stage. Halevy [2007] con�rmed experimentally the theoretical

�ndings of Segal by demonstrating the existence of a strong link between ambiguity aversion and compound

risk attitude. He �nds that ambiguity neutral participants are more likely to reduce compound lotteries,

behaving according to the expected utility theory. In the contrast, ambiguity averse participants fail to

reduce compound objective lotteries.

In our modeling e�orts, the smooth model of ambiguity aversion developed by Klibano� et al. [2005]

is most appropriate in our context. Unlike the other existing theories of decision making under ambiguity

aversion, this modeling approach relaxes the reduction of compound lottery axiom and allows for a continuous

objective function. Therefore, it allows the exploration of the implications of the relationship between

ambiguity aversion and compound-risk aversion for the demand for index insurance, and especially the

sensitivity of that demand to increases in basis risk.

While the existence of compound-risk aversion or ambiguity aversion is an important �nding in and of

itself, we further wish to understand the impact of this type of aversion on the demand for index insurance.

The literature on this issue is still in its infancy, and tends to focus on the impact of ambiguity on technology

adoption. The main assumptions of these recent studies are that new technologies are more uncertain in

terms of risk and ambiguity than traditional ones. Therefore, ambiguity averse farmers are expected to be

less likely to adopt Engle-Warnick et al. [2007], Ross et al. [2010], Alpizar et al. [2009], Barham et al. [2011].

In the special case of insurance decisions, Bryan [2010] shows that under some theoretical restrictions on

the shape of preferences, households that are both ambiguity averse and risk averse will not value insurance
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because they perceive it as increasing risk. Based on the results of two experiments in Malawi and Kenya,

he �nds that ambiguity aversion explains the low uptake of index insurance. The main assumption of his

model is that the production function generating the household income is ambiguous (i.e. the relationship

between the index and the income). Our work di�ers from Bryan [2010] in that the ambiguity in our case

arises from the payo� structure of the index insurance contract and not the probability distribution of the

production function.

3 Conceptual Framework

The goal of this section is to �rst study the impact of basis risk on the demand for index insurance. We

�rst explore the demand for actuarially unfair index insurance under expected utility maximization. We

then note that index insurance appears to the individual as a compound lottery. Compound lottery induces

a behavior akin to ambiguity. Then we explore the impact of ambiguity or compound risk aversion on the

demand for index insurance, using the model of ambiguity aversion developed by Kilbanof, Marinacci and

Mukerji [2005] (referred to as the KMM model). This model captures risk preferences by the curvature of

the utility of wealth function, and ambiguity preferences by a second-stage utility functional de�ned over

the expected utility of wealth. Central to this analysis is the concept of generalized uncertainty premium,

calculated by Maccheroni, Marinacci and Ru�no (2010), which we also brie�y summarize in the following

section.

In a second step, we will present a method that characterizes participants according to their compound-

risk aversion. The crux of this method is to give the participant a choice between the index insurance and

some equivalent conventional indemnity insurance. From this procedure, we will elicit the willingness to pay

to reduce basis risk, that is, the maximum amount of money a farmer is willing to pay and still be indi�erent

between the index insurance and the conventional indemnity insurance contract.

3.1 Index insurance from the farmer's perspective

According to standard economic theory, an expected utility maximizer faced with an actuarially fair insurance

contract will insure the entire amount at risk. If the risk can only be partially insured (as with an index

insurance contract), the expected utility maximizing agent will still purchase whatever partial insurance is

available if priced at an actuarially fair level. In a more realistic setting, however, insurance companies impose

loadings to cover transaction costs. In that case, standard economic theory predicts that a utility maximizer

will leave part of the risk uninsured. Index insurance contracts are an example of partial insurance, and

typically have a loading of 20%. Therefore, a risk averse agent will purchase index insurance only if basis

risk is small enough compared to the fraction of total risk he is exposed to. Moreover, the more risk averse

he is, the higher the amount he insures. However, what happens when the individual is not an expected

utility maximizer?
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In order to understand the behavior of the farmer, let's �rst present the payo� structure under an index

insurance contract. Consider a farmer who owns one hectare of land and has no sources of income other

than what he produces on that land.

Figure 1 below reveals the payo� structure under an example of an index insurance contract. Under

this structure, the individual farmer faces, for example, a probability p that yields are good, and with a

probability 1 − p that he incurs a yield loss L. If the individual yields are good, there is a probability q1

strictly less than 1 that the index insurance triggers a payo�, resulting in an income of (Y0 − τ1 + Π) equal

to the net income under good yields, less the insurance premium plus the value of the insurance indemnity

payment. However, there is a probability 1 − q1 that the index is not triggered. In that case, no insurance

payments are made and the individual receives an income equal to the net income under good yields less

the insurance premium (Y0 − τ1) . If the individual experiences poor yields, there is a probability q2 strictly

less than 1 that the index insurance will trigger a payo�, resulting in an income of (Y0 − L− τ1 + Π) equal

to the net income under bad yields, less the insurance premium plus the value of the insurance indemnity

payment. However, there is a probability 1 − q2 (basis risk) that conditional on poor yields, the insurance

contract fails to payo�. In this case, the individual receives a net income of Y0 − L − τ1(equal to the net

income under bad yields minus the insurance premium).

Figure 1: Index insurance from the farmer's point of view.

In the more general case of multiple states of the nature, let's de�ne two marginal distributions: fy and

fX are the respective pdfs of the farmer's yield and the index X. Let yIX denote the �nal wealth of the
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farmer after all payments are made under the index insurance contract.

While index insurance is e�ectively a compound lottery, under the Reduction of Compound Lotteries

axiom of expected utility theory (ROCL), the individual will reduce the compound lottery to a simple

lottery. Assuming that the individual's risk preferences are captured by the utility function u de�ned over

�nal wealth, and assuming that the farmer is risk averse by imposing concavity of u (u is of course also

increasing), the objective function of an expected utility maximizer is the following:

EfyX
[u (yIX)] (1)

where fyX is the joint probability distribution function of the index and the yield.

However, as explained in the prior section, compound lotteries create something akin to ambiguity. While

the individual probabilities under the index insurance are known, for poor farmers who cannot computa-

tionally reduce a compound lottery to a single lottery, the �nal probabilities are in fact unknown, as in the

Ellsberg experiment.

Under the KMM model of smooth ambiguity aversion, for each realization of the index, the farmer's

expected utility is evaluated by an increasing function v that captures compound risk preferences, and the

farmer's objective function is the expected value of v given the probability distribution of the yield. Thus,

the farmer's objective function is given by:

Efy

[
v
(
EfX/y

u (yIX)
)]

(2)

where Efydenotes the expectation with respect to fy . The expectation EfX/y
is taken with respect

to fy/x, the probability distribution function of the index conditional on the realization of the yield. As

risk aversion is imposed by the concavity of u, under the KMM model, compound-risk aversion is obtained

by imposing concavity of v: v
′
> 0 and v

′′ ≤ 0. In the compound-risk neutral case (i.e., v is linear), this

expression reduces to the conventional Von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility maximization represented

by Equation 1.

3.2 The demand for index insurance

Having presented the objective functions with and without compound-risk aversion, we look now at the

demand for index insurance under these two models of decision making. Central to the analysis in this section

is the concept of uncertainty premium derived by Maccheroni, Marinacci and Ru�no [2010] (hereafter MMR),

who extended the classic result of Pratt [1964] on the risk premium under uncertainty to the ambiguity

framework assuming the KMM model.. In the case of index insurance, this uncertainty premium ρX is

de�ned such that the farmer is indi�erent between receiving the net revenue from the index insurance

contract and the certain average revenue yIX . This premium solves the following equation:
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Efy

[
v
(
EfX/y

u (yIX)
)]

= v (u (ȳIX − ρX)) (3)

Proposition 1. Call ρNX the uncertainty premium of a compound-risk neutral farmer with a utility function

u. The solution of Equation 3, if it exists, is lower bounded by ρNX :

ρX ≥ ρNX

The following proof follows Alary et al. [2012]; we provide it for the sake of completeness.

Proof. Since u is concave, using Jensen's inequality:

v (u (ȳIX − ρX)) = Ef

[
v
(
EX/yu(yIX)

)]
≤ v

(
EfyEfy/X

u(yIX)
)

= v
(
EfyX

u(yIX)
)

= v
(
u
(
ȳIX − ρNX

))

Proposition 1 means that compound-risk aversion should decrease the demand for index insurance relative

to what it would be if individuals had the same degree of risk aversion but were compound-risk neutral.

Intuitively, compound-risk averse agents pay an extra premium to eliminate the ambiguity associated with

the secondary lottery.

Now if we consider a compound-risk averse individual, what happens to his demand for index insurance

as basis risk increases? The answer to this question is based on the �ndings of MMR who showed that the

uncertainty premium ρX is the sum of an ambiguity premium and the classical risk premium:

ρX ' −
1

2
σ2
yIX

u
′′

(ȳIX)

u′ (ȳIX)
− 1

2
σ2
ȳIX

v
′′

(u (ȳIX))
(
u
′
(yIX

)
v′ (u (ȳIX))

(4)

where σ2
yIX

is the variance of the �nal net wealth when purchasing the index insurance contract :

σ2
yIX

= Efy

[
EfX/y

[y − ȳIX ]
2
]

σ2
ȳIX

is the variance of the expected revenue under the probability distribution of the index:

σ2
¯yIX

= Efy

[
EfX/y

[y − ȳIX ]
]2

According to MMR, σ2
ȳIX

re�ects the �uncertainty on the expectation of the revenue, due to the model
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uncertainty that the decision maker perceives�. In the particular case of index insurance, this expected value

varies because conditional on every yield realization, the distribution of the index yields a di�erent expected

wealth.

From Equation 4, it is straightforward to show that:

1. For a compound-risk neutral individual, the uncertainty premium reduces to the classical Pratt pre-

mium,

ρNX ≈ −
1

2
σ2
yIX

u
′′

(ȳIX)

u′ (ȳIX)

2. For a conventional indemnity insurance, the uncertainty premium also reduces to the classical Pratt

premium, whether the farmer is compound-risk averse or not.

3. The results of proposition1 is veri�ed: a compound-risk averse individual is willing to pay an extra

premium to reduce basis risk compared to his compound-risk neutral counterpart, who has the same

level of risk aversion. This extra premium is denoted ρc, and it is a function of the curvature of v, u

and σ2
¯yIX
.

Proposition 2 states the impact of basis risk on the demand for index insurance.

Proposition 2. As basis risk increases, the demand for the index insurance contract decreases for a

compound-risk averse participant. This decrease in demand is higher than under expected utility theory.

The next section describes a methodology to characterize the compound-risk attitudes of the participants.

3.3 Deriving a test to separate farmers by compound-risk attitudes

In order to classify the farmers by compound-risk attitudes, let us imagine the situation where a farmer has

to choose between the index insurance contract and a conventional indemnity insurance contract. This latter

contract yields a net wealth yI and pays for sure when the farmer's yield is low.

From the farmer's point of view, the conventional indemnity insurance contract is a simple lottery.

Therefore, when faced with this contract, his decision criterion reduces to the usual VMN objective function:

Efy [u (yI)] (5)

Applying the increasing transformation v does not change the previous program, but has the advantage

of making Equations 5 and 2 comparable. Therefore, the utility function of the farmer when facing the

indemnity insurance is the following:

v
(
Efy [u (yI)]

)
(6)

Suppose the farmer is facing the decision to purchase either the index insurance contract, or the individual

insurance contract. What is the amount of money that makes the farmer indi�erent between the two
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contracts? By de�nition, this WTP w is the maximum amount of money the farmer is willing to give up

in order to be indi�erent between the index insurance contract, and the individual insurance contract. This

WTP solves the following equation:

Efy

[
v
(
EfX/y

u (yIX)
)]

= v
(
Efyu (yI − w)

)
Proposition 3. If the farmer is compound-risk neural then his WTP wN is the di�erence between the

certainty equivalents of the two contracts :

wN = ȳI − ȳIX + ρNX − ρI

Proof. If the farmer is compound-risk neural, then:

v
(
EfXy

u (yIX)
)

= v
(
Efyu

(
yI − wN

))
By the de�nition of the certainty premia ρX and ρI , we have:

u
(
ȳIX − ρNX

)
= u

(
ȳI − ρI − wN

)
where ρI is the regular Pratt uncertainty premium for the individual insurance contract:

ρI ≈ −
1

2
σ2
yI

u
′′

(ȳI)

u′ (ȳI)

Proposition 4. A compound-risk averse individual has a higher WTP compared to his compound-risk neutral

counterpart, for the same level of risk aversion:

w ≥ wN

Proof. If the farmer is compound-risk averse, then his WTP w satis�es the following equations, by Jensen

inequality

Efy

[
v
(
EfX/y

u (yIX)
)]

= v
(
Efyu (yI − w)

)
≤ v

(
EfyX

u (yIX)
)

= v
(
Efyu

(
yI − wN

))
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4 Experimental Design and Data

To test these hypothesis, 331 cotton farmers from 34 cotton cooperatives in Bougouni, Mali participated in

a set of framed �eld experiments. A �rst game allowed the measurement of their risk aversion coe�cients.

A second game elicited their WTP as de�ned above, which allows the elicitation of compound-risk aversion

attitudes. This last game closely resembles the theoretical framework described in Section 2 with one

di�erence. If the individual yield is high, the index is no longer triggered. The reason is to mimic the

structure of an area yield index insurance product that was designed as part of the ongoing project �Index

insurance for Cotton farmers in Mali�, and launched by the Index Insurance Innovation Initiative (I4). More

details about this project and the structure of the distributed contract can be found in Elabed et al. 2013.

4.1 Experimental Procedure

The participants are 331 members of 34 cotton cooperatives selected at random from the list of cooperatives

participating in the project mentioned above. In addition, a survey gathered detailed information on various

socio-economic characteristics of the participating farmers such as demographic characteristics, wealth, assets

owned, agricultural production and shocks. Data collection for the survey took place in December 2011

through January 2012, and the experiments took place in January and February 2012.

Three rural area animators translated the experimental protocol from French to Bambara, the local

language, and ensured that it is accessible to a typical cotton farmer. Game trials were conducted with

graduate students in Davis, CA, and with high school students and cotton farmers who were not part of the

�nal experimental sample in Bougouni, Mali. Local leaders (secretaries of cotton cooperatives and/or village

chiefs) assisted us in recruiting the eligible participants from a list of names that we provided.

The sessions took place in a classroom on weekends and in the village chief's o�ce on weekdays. The

sessions took place with members of the same cooperative, and they lasted around two and a half hours,

not counting the time necessary to gather or to distribute of gains at the end of each session. We divided

the sessions into two parts with a short break between each. Each participant played one pure luck game

and four decision and luck games. Each decision and luck game started with a set of six �low stakes� rounds

aimed at familiarizing them with the rules, which were followed by a set of six �high stakes� rounds. The

only di�erence between these two types of rounds was the exchange rate used to compute the gains in cash:

the gains from a high stake round were 5 times higher than the gains from a low stake round. At the end of

the session, we paid the players for only one of the low stake rounds and one of the high stake rounds of every

game by having a farmer roll a six-sided die. We used this random incentive device in order to encourage the

players to choose carefully. The animator announced the selection procedure to the players at the beginning

of every game. In order to incentivize the players to think more carefully about their decisions, we repeated
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the following sentence �There is no right or wrong answer. You should do what you think is best for you

and your family whether it is choice #1, choice #2, etc.�.

At the end of the session, participants received their game winnings in cash, in addition to a show up

fee of 100 CFA. Minimum and maximum earnings, excluding show up fee, were 85 CFA and 2720 CFA and

mean earnings was 1905 CFA. The daily wage for a male farm labor in the areas we ran the experiments

were between 500 CFA (0. 93 USD) and 2000 CFA (3.75 USD) and on average 1040 CFA (1.95 USD). Since

literacy rates are very low in the area, we presented the games orally with the help of many visual aids. In

addition to the main animator, two rural animators assisted the players with the various materials.

4.2 The Games

The players had to take decisions framed in terms most familiar to them: their decisions were centered

on cotton-their main cash crop. Before playing the risk aversion game, the participants learned how to

determine their yields and the resulting revenue. Then participants, endowed with one �hectare of land�,

had to choose among di�erent insurance contracts.

4.2.1 Determining the yield:

Based on historical yield distributions and pooling all the available data across years and cooperatives, we

discretized the density of cotton yields into six sections with the following probabilities (in percent): 5, 5,

5, 10, 25 and 50, respectively. The individual yield values corresponding to the mid-point of those sections

are (in kg/ha): 250, 450, 645, 740, 880 and 1530, respectively. Table 1 shows the yield distribution and the

corresponding revenue in d, the local currency.

Yield range (kg/ha) Mid point Probability Revenue (in d)

<300 250 5% 2400
300-600 450 5% 10400
600-690 645 5% 18200
690-790 745 10% 22000
790-780 880 25% 27600
>980 1530 50% 53600

Table 1: Yield distribution and corresponding revenues

Understanding the notion of probability associated with the yield determination is a challenge that we

addressed by using the randomization procedure used by Galarza and Carter [2011] in Peru to simulate

the realizations of the individual yields. Every participating farmer drew his yield realizations from a bag

containing 20 blocks (1 black, 1 yellow, 1 red, 2 orange, 5 green and 10 blue) which reproduce the probability

distribution mentioned earlier, going from the lowest to the highest yield. Figure 2 shows the visual aid

provided to farmers to help them understand the game better. Equation 7 computes the individual farmer's

per hectare pro�ts in d without any insurance contract:
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profiti = p ∗ yi − Inputs (7)

where the price (p) of a kg of cotton is set at d40, the cost of the inputs is set at d7600 in order to

guarantee that the players never incur a real loss in the games with the di�erent contracts.

Rendement 250 450 645 740 880 1530 

Intrants 
 

d7600 d7600 d7600 d7600 d7600 d7600 

Argent de la 
famille 

 

d2400  d10400 d18200 d22000 d27600 d53600 

Figure 2: Visual aid for yield distribution

4.2.2 Conventional indemnity insurance contract

After having practiced determining their yields and the corresponding revenue, the player, indexed by i had

to decide whether to purchase an insurance contract. The contract is linear and the payment occurs if the

yield falls below the strike point T. In case the farmer is eligible for an insurance payment, the insurance

reimburses the di�erence between the individual yield and the strike point such that the farmer is guaranteed

to have an income corresponding to yield T . The premium is set to include a loading cost of 20%, such that

the amount paid is 120% the amount received on average. Thus, the payment schedule is the following:

payment(yi) =

p ∗ (T − yi), yi ≤ T

0 yi > T

(8)

4.2.3 The index insurance contract

The index insurance contract is characterized by a strike point T at the individual level, and by another

strike point Tz at the ZPA (aggregate agricultural area) level. Every participant farmer was explicitly told
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that he represents a separate agricultural production area in order to emphasize the fact that the index is

independent from the realizations of the other farmers in the group. Thus, compared to the regular indemnity

insurance, in order to be eligible for a payment, the farmer has to satisfy an extra condition. The payment

schedule is the following:

payment(yi) =

p ∗ (T − yi) : yi ≤ T and yz ≤ Tz

0 otherwise

(9)

Thus, from the player`s point of view, once he su�ers a loss (i.e. his yield is below the individual strike

point), he risks not getting a payment with positive probability. Based on historical data from the area, this

probability is set at 20%. Further, the individual-level trigger is set at 70% of the median historical yield,

and the contract was priced with a loading cost of 20%. If a farmer decides to purchase an index insurance

contract, then he faces a two-stage game. First, he determines his own yield by drawing a block from the

yield sack. Then, if the yield is below the individual strike point, he draws another block from a second sack

which contains 4 brown blocks (i.e. the index triggered) and one green block (i.e. the index is not triggered)

.

Note that, contrary to the more general model presented in Section 2, the farmer does not get a payment

in case his yield is high. This choice is made in order to mimic the area based yield contract that was

distributed in the area to cotton cooperatives.

4.2.4 Game 1: Eliciting risk preferences

The risk aversion game was framed in terms of an insurance decision to elicit risk preferences. While

alternative unframed methodologies exist in the literature, this framed design is chosen for pedagogical

reasons. Each subject had six di�erent possibilities: don't purchase an insurance contract, or choose among

�ve di�erent insurance contracts that di�er in their strike points, which were 100%, 80%, 70%, 60%, and

50% of the median historical yield (980 kg/ha). In terms of actual yields, this corresponds to 980 kg/ha, 790

kg/ha, 690 kg/ha, 600 kg/ha, and 300 kg/ha, respectively.

The net revenue of farmer i if he purchases contract j is given by the following formula:

profitij = p ∗ yi + Indemnityj − premiumj (10)

where indemnity is an indicator function for the insurance payment, and premium is the premium of the

insurance contract. Table 2 shows the di�erent revenues associated with each choice and the corresponding

risk aversion ranges.

In this game, each player had to determine whether he wanted to purchase an insurance contract, and if

so which one. Then, an assistant asked him to draw a block in order to determine his revenue.

Table 2 shows the characteristics of every contract: trigger de�ned as a percentage of the median yield
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in the region, the premium and the net revenue.

Contract # Trigger Premium Net Pro�t (d) CRRA range
(% ybar) (d) (d)

Yield 250 450 645 740 880 1530
(kg/ha)
Proba. 5% 5% 5% 10% 25% 50%

0 0 0 2400 10400 18200 22000 27600 53600 (∞; 0.08)
1 50 600 4280 10280 18080 21880 27480 53480 (0.08; 0.16)
2 60 1200 15200 15200 17000 20800 26400 52400 (0.16; 0.27)
3 70 1740 18260 18260 18260 20260 25860 52860 (0.27; 0.36)
4 80 2700 21300 21300 21300 21300 24900 50900 (0.36; 0.55)
5 100 6180 25420 25420 25420 25420 25420 47420 (0.55;∞)

Table 2: Individual insurance contracts and risk aversion coe�cient

The last column of Table 2 exhibits the CRRA ranges corresponding to every contract choice, assuming

a CRRA utility function. Let's assume that the player chose the third contract. Assuming monotonic

preferences, this implies that he preferred this contract to contracts 2 and contract 4. The upper (lower)

bounds of the CRRA range is found by equalizing the expected utility that the farmer derives from contract

2 and 3 (3 and 4). In this case, as Table 2 shows, the CRRA range of the player is (0.27; 0.36). Note that

as the level of coverage (measured by the trigger as percentage of the median yield increases, the CRRA

increases.

4.2.5 Game 2: Eliciting the WTP to reduce basis risk

After having practiced determining his revenue under the index insurance contract, every participant played

a game that aimed at eliciting the WTP measure de�ned above (the amount of money the farmer is willing

to pay above the price of the indemnity insurance contract). Speci�cally, we wanted to see whether the

player, whom we call Mr. Toure, preferred the indemnity contract to the index contract as we increase the

price of the individual contract from its base price (d1340) to d3540, by increments of 200d.

The elicitation procedure was the following: The animator presented players with the following scenario:

Mr. Toure's friend, Mr. Cisse, is going to Bamako (the capital of Mali, 90 miles away). Mr. Toure asks Mr.

Cisse to buy an insurance contract for Mr. Toure. Mr. Toure knows that the price of the individual contract

can vary depending on the day, but the price of an index contract is always the same. After highlighting the

fact that at the price of d1340, it is always more pro�table to buy the individual insurance contract, Mr.

Toure was asked to tell Mr. Cisse at which price Mr. Toure should switch to favoring the index insurance

contract over the individual insurance contract. Thus, by the end of the game, we have the switching price

for every player from which we deduce his willingness to pay to reduce basis risk.

The game reduces to ten choices between 10 paired insurance contracts whose net revenues are listed

in table 3. Notice that the price of the index insurance contract does not vary, whereas the price of the

individual insurance contract increases by d200 as we move down the table.
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Index Insurance contract Indemnity insurance contract Implied WTP Implied CRRA under EUT

d1400 d1740 0 (0; 0.49)
d1400 d1940 d200 (0.49; 0.71)
d1400 d2140 d400 (0.71; 0.87)
d1400 d2340 d600 (0.87; 0.99)
d1400 d2540 d800 (0.99; 1.09)
d1400 d2740 d1000 (1.09; 1.18)
d1400 d2940 d1200 (1.18; 1.25)
d1400 d3140 d1400 (1.25; 1.32)
d1400 d3340 d1600 (1.32; 1.37)
d1400 d3540 d1800 (1.37; +∞)

Table 3: Game 2: Eliciting WTP measure.

The last column of Table 3 presents the CRRA ranges implied by the measured WTP if the player

behaves according to the predictions of EUT, i.e if he reduces the index insurance compound-lottery to a

simple lottery. However, if a participant is compound-risk averse, then the elicited CRRAs are not true.

In order to deduce the compound-risk aversion of a player, we impose a functional form on the function

v we de�ned earlier. For computational convenience, we impose constant relative compound risk aversion.

Thus, the function v de�ned in Section 2 is given by:

v (y) =


g1−y

1−g if g ∈ [0, 1)

log (y) if g = 1

(11)

where g is the coe�cient of constant relative compound-risk aversion.

Table 4 below lists the predicted coe�cients of compound-risk aversion based on the player's choices in

Games 1 and 2. To simplify the calculations, these measures are made after taking the midpoint of every

risk aversion range. For example, if the player chose contract 4 in Game 1, then the corresponding CRRA

is 0.45. The corresponding g is obtained by equalizing equations 2 and 6.

Contract choice in Game 1:
WTP (d) 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
200 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.00
400 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.00
600 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.00
800 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.00
1000 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.00
1200 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.13
1400 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.54 0.58 0.29
1600 0.53 0.56 0.59 0.62 0.67 0.46
1800 0.59 0.62 0.66 0.70 0.76 0.63

Table 4: Predictions of the Coe�cients of Compound-Risk Aversion.
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5 Descriptive analysis of the experimental results

5.1 Participants characteristics

Table 5 provides the descriptive statistics for the experiment participants. All the participants are male,

which is not surprising given the division of labor in the area of study: cotton is a male crop. The average

participant is approximately 47 years old, has limited formal education (three years of schooling), and belongs

to a household with almost 19 members. 71% of the participants are the head of their households, and almost

all of them have heard of the cotton insurance contract distributed in the �eld. The average household head

has been a member in the cooperative for almost 8.6 years. The average household economic status is

represented by a total livestock value of 1.8 million CFA, a house worth 400,000 CFA and a total land area

of 9.62 ha.

Variable Definition mean
head 1 if the participant is head of household 0.7
age Participant's agent 47.07 13.21
gender 1 if participant is male 1
education Participant's years of schooling 4.55 6.57

knowledge_ins 1 if participant heard about cotton insurance before 0.92

Head of the household's age 55.55 15.22

1 if head of the household is male 1

coop_years Number of years of household's head  membership in the cotton cooperative 8.62 6.28

Size of the household 18.82 11.88
livestock_2012 Value of livestock in CFA 1,822,602 5,634,664

Value of agricultural equipment in CFA 171,299 247,236
assets_value Value of household's  assets in CFA 204,200 164,468
house_value Value of the house in CFA 396,952 1,042,061
land_owned Total area of land owned in ha 9.62 7.81
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Table 5: Descriptive Statistics of the Participants

5.2 Description of the results of Game 1

The last column of Table 6 below shows the distribution of the levels of CRRA of the participants, based

on the results of Game 1. The majority of the farmers (78%) chose an insurance contract, and 30% of them

chose the highest level of coverage which corresponds to a CRRA level of more than 0.55.

Contract # CRRA range %

0 (∞; 0.08) 22.56
1 (0.08; 0.16) 7.32
2 (0.16; 0.27) 9.76
3 (0.27; 0.36) 10.67
4 (0.36; 0.55) 17.99
5 (0.55;∞) 31.71

Table 6: Distribution of the CRRAs in the sample
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6 Empirical Analysis

6.1 Testing the hypothesis of compound-risk neutrality

As we saw in Proposition 3 of Section 3, a compound-risk averse farmer is willing to pay more money

to switch from the index insurance contract to the individual insurance contract, than his compound-risk

neutral counterpart who has the same level of risk aversion. Therefore, in order to empirically test the

hypothesis that farmers are compound-risk neutral (i.e. expected utility maximizers), one should compare

the distribution of the CRRA coe�cients elicited from Game 1 (last column of Table 2) to those elicited

from Game 2 (last column of Table 3 ). Games 1 and 2 do not elicit the actual CRRA coe�cients; rather

they provide CRRA classes that are not directly comparable. Therefore, before performing the hypothesis

test, we begin by �tting a continuous probability distribution to the CRRAs elicited from both games.

Instead of conducting an exhaustive search of every possible probability distribution, it is more practical

to �t a general class distribution to the data. Ideally, this distribution will be �exible enough to reasonably

represent the underlying parameters. This section uses the Beta of the �rst kind (B1), a three-parameter

distribution, as the continuous model that represents the data. The Beta distribution of the �rst kind is

one member of a class of distributions called Generalized Beta distributions (GB), a family of �ve-parameter

distributions that encompasses a number of commonly used distributions (Gamma, Pareto, etc.). The GB

is a �exible unimodal distribution and is widely used when modeling bounded continuous outcomes, such as

income distributions.

Since the B1 distribution is de�ned for bounded variables, one should make assumptions about the range

of the CRRAs. The participants are assumed to be risk-averse since they are poor cotton farmers from a

developing country. We allow the upper bound of the elicited CRRA to be 1.7.

Let B1(b, p1, q1) and B1(b, p1, q1) be the probability distribution functions of the CRRAs elicited from

Game 1 and Game 2 respectively. The parameter b is the upper bound of the CRRAs . The Appendix

explains the methodology used to estimate these parameters

Table 7 presents the results of the estimation method:

Game Game 1 Game 2

First parameter 0.68 2.07
Second parameter 1.99 4.36

Table 7: Estimated parameters of the distribution

We estimate the con�dence intervals for the di�erent parameters using the bootstrap method. Table 8

shows the con�dence intervals of parameters p1, q1, p2 and q2 at the 5% signi�cance level, obtained after

10000 simulations. The bootstrap parameters appear to be consistent estimates for the actual parameters.
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mean [95% conf Interval]

Game 1 p1 parameter 0.67 0.63 0.84
q1 parameter 1.98 1.80 2.58

Game 2 p1 parameter 2.07 1.92 2.57
q1 parameter 4.37 4.16 5.09

Table 8: Bootstrap con�dence intervals for the parameters.

From Figure 3, it is clear that the estimated parameters follow a normal distribution whose mean is close

to the observed values. Therefore, the estimation strategy provides a good �t for the data.
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Figure 3: Histogram of bootstrap for parameter p and q.

The test of equality of the distributions of the two CRRAs elicited from the games is performed using

10 000 bootstrapped simulations of the data. We reject the hypothesis that the parameters of the two

distributions are the same at the 5% level. Therefore, we reject the hypothesis that the sample of farmers

compound-risk neutral.

6.2 Participants have di�erent compound-risk attitudes

Overall, only 40.18% of the participants were indi�erent between the index insurance contract and the

equivalent individual insurance contract. This supports the hypothesis that basis risk reduces the demand

for index insurance. The remaining 60.82% participants have an average WTP of 395d, which represents

22% of the price of the individual insurance contract.

We presented the coe�cient of compound-risk aversion for each demonstrated category of WTP in Table

4. Using the Table 4 coe�cients of compound-risk aversion, we derive the number of participants who are
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compound-risk averse and disaggregate this number by risk aversion range. As shown in Table 9, 57% of

the players are compound-risk averse. Furthermore, most of the compound-risk averse farmers are also the

least risk averse (22.39%). While the existence of compound-risk aversion is important in and of itself, we

will study its impact on the demand for index insurance in the next section.

CRRA Range
0 0.08 0.16 0.27 0.36 0.55 1.7

Compound-risk averse participants 73 24 32 35 59 103 186
% of CRRA range 100 37.5 75.0 74.2 66.1 14.6

% of total participants 22.39 2.76 7.36 7.98 11.96 4.60 57.07

Table 9: Distribution of Compound- risk Attitudes by CRRA levels.

6.3 Simulating the Impact of Basis Risk

Drawing on the �ndings of the experiments described above, this section simulates the impact of basis

risk on the demand for index insurance under expected utility maximization (equivalently, compound-risk

neutrality), and compound-risk aversion. In the following discussion, we assume that the distributions of

risk aversion and of compound-risk aversion among the participating farmers re�ect the distributions in the

overall population.
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Figure 4: Basis Risk and the Demand for Index Insurance.

The dotted curve of Figure 4 illustrates the impact of basis risk on the demand for index insurance

assuming that:

1. Individuals are expected utility maximizers,
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2. The price of index insurance is 20% above the actuarially fair price, and

3. The distribution of risk aversion in the population of farmers matches the distribution revealed by the

experimental games played in Mali.

Here, basis risk is the probability of not getting a payment conditional on the farmer experiencing a loss. As

the basis risk increases under this contract structure, the probability of a payout decreases, and the price of

the insurance contract in turn declines. However, because the contract is not actuarially fair, a number of

agents drop out of the market as basis risk increases. As can be seen in Figure 4 , increasing basis risk in an

index insurance contract will discourage demand because it fails to su�ciently reduce the risk of collateral

loss. For a contract with zero basis risk, i.e. one that pays o� for sure in case of a loss, moderately and highly

risk averse farmers (70% of the population in the Mali experiment) ask for index insurance. As basis risk

increases, the farmers with the highest risk aversion coe�cient are the �rst to stop demanding the contract.

This drop in demand reaches as high as 15% for extremely high levels of basis risk (90%). Despite this

decrease in demand, the demand for the partial insurance provided by this index insurance contract remains

relatively robust even as basis risk increases (assuming that individuals maximize expected utility).

Basis risk matters even more when people are compound-risk averse. Using the distribution of compound-

risk aversion in the population of the farmers, the solid line in Figure 4shows the impact of basis risk on

demand for index insurance. As expected, compound-risk aversion decreases the demand for index insurance

relative to what it would be if individuals had the same degree of risk aversion but were compound-risk

neutral. In addition, as can be seen in the �gure, demand declines more steeply as basis risk increases

under compound-risk aversion. Were basis risk as high as 50% (a not unreasonably high number given the

kind of rainfall index insurance contracts that have been utilized in a number of pilots), demand would be

expected to be only 35% of the population as opposed to the 60% predictions implied by EUT. In short,

under compound-risk aversion, designing contracts with minimal basis risk is important, not only to enhance

the value and productivity impacts of index insurance, but also to assure that the contracts are demanded.

7 Conclusion

In the absence of traditional insurance markets, poor households in developing countries rely on costly risk-

managing mechanisms. Although index insurance provides a good alternative to these households in theory,

demand has been surprisingly low. In this paper, we presented a novel way to understand these low uptake

rates, using the interlinked concepts of ambiguity and compound lottery aversion.

In a framed �eld experiments conducted with cotton farmers in Bougouni, Mali we elicited the coe�cients

of risk-aversion and the WTP measure, and we derived the compound-risk aversion coe�cients of the farmers.

Individuals generally did not behave in accordance with expected utility theory. Instead we observed 57% of

game participants revealed themselves to be compound-risk averse to varying degrees. In fact, the willingness
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to pay of those individuals who demand index insurance is on average considerably higher than the predictions

of expected utility theory.

Using the distribution of compound risk aversion and risk aversion in this population, we simulated the

impact of basis risk on the demand for index insurance. As we expected we found that compound risk

aversion decreases the demand for index insurance relative to what it would be if individuals had the same

degree of risk aversion but were compound-risk neutral. In addition demand declines more steeply as basis

risk increases under compound-risk aversion.

Our results highlight the importance of designing contracts with minimal basis risk under compound-risk

aversion. This would not only enhance the value and productivity impacts of index insurance, but would

also assure that the contracts are popular and have the anticipated impact.
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A Appendix: Fitting a B1 distribution to the CRRA

In this section, we estimate the probability density function f of the coe�cient of constant relative risk

aversion r we elicited from an experiment.

We use Maximum Likelihood estimation assuming that r follows a Generalized Beta distribution of �rst

kind (GB1). The GB1 distribution is de�ned by the following pdf:

f (r; b, p, q) =

(
rp−1

(
1− r

b

)q−1
)

bpB (p, q)

for 0 < r < b where b, p and q are positive. The scaling factor B (p, q) is the Beta function:B (p, q) =

Γ(p)Γ(q)
Γ(p+q) where Γ (p) = (p− 1)!.

By construction, our data is paritioned in 6 intervals. Therefore, we do not observe the continuous variable

r. Following McDonald and Xu [1995], we obtain the parameters of interest (p and q) using a Maximum

Likelihood estimator based on a multinomial with an underlying density f(r; b, p, q) and cumulative function

F (r; b, p, q).

We now derive the log-likelihood function. Let j denote the risk aversion interval [rj,, rj1] . Player i's

true risk aversion coe�cient r has a probability pi = F (rj+1; a, b, p, q)− F (rj ; a, b, p, q) of being in interval

j. Denoting mj the number of observations in interval j, the likelihood function LN is the joint probability

function:

LN =

N∏
i=1

pi

Maximizing LNis equivalent to maximizing the log-likelihood function:
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LN (b, p, q) = logLN (b, p, q)

=

6∑
j=1

mj log (pj)

Where mj is the number of observations in the interval [rj,, rj1]. The probability pj of being in that

interval is

pj = F (rj+1; a, b, p, q)− F (rj ; a, b, p, q)

Since r is a Beta distribution of the �rst kind, its cumulative F is:

F (r; b, p, q) =

ˆ r
b

0

tp−1 (1− t)q−1

B (p, q)
dt

= I( r
b )(p,q)

where I( r
b )(p,q) the regular beta function is the cumulative distribution function of the Beta variable with

parameters pand q evaluated at r
b .

Proof. By de�nition:

F (r; a, b, pq) =

rˆ

0

tp−1
(
1− r

b

)q−1

bpB (p, q)
dt

using the change of variable x = t
b , we obtain the result.
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Moral Hazard, Risks and Index Insurance in the Rural
Credit Market: A Framed Field Experiment in China
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Abstract

This paper explores how the availability of index insurance affects borrowers’ moral hazard
behavior in the rural credit market using a framed field experiment with 450 Chinese farmers.
The experiment focuses on one specific type of moral hazard: credit diversion, which occurs
when borrowers violate loan contracts and use production loans for consumption purpose. This
paper builds a theoretical model showing that, first, credit diverters would be self-selected out
of index insurance market; second, index insurance can mitigate credit diversion by reducing
the fluctuation and increasing the expected level of consumption under full investment. Coin-
ciding with theoretical predictions, experimental results show that index insurance reduces the
number of credit diverters from 15.6% to 3.8% of the overall sample. The treatment effect is
heterogeneous across farmers depending on their risk preferences and ethical costs associated
with violating loan contracts. In addition, index insurance reduces the number of risk-rationed
farmers from 21.3% to 10.9%, and the heterogeneity of treatment effect on risk rationing only
depends on farmers’ risk preferences. The theoretical and empirical results have important
policy implications, which suggest that index insurance can be substituted for collateral re-
quirements and thus lessen both quantity and risk rationing.

1. Introduction
Asymmetric information together with risks has hampered the development of the rural credit mar-
ket in developing countries ( Udry and Conning, 2007; Ghosh et. al, 2000). One of the most
prominent problems due to asymmetry information is ex-ante moral hazard caused by hidden in-
formation about borrowers’ action before the realization of investment profits. The literature has
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discussed three types of ex-ante moral hazard. The first type refers to the case when borrowers
prefer risky projects to safe projects as discussed by Stigliz and Weiss (1981). The second type
is called non-contractible effort, meaning borrowers do not put as much effort as possible to make
sure the success of their investment. The third one is credit diversion, which occurs when borrowers
violate loan contracts and divert production loans for consumption purpose. This paper focuses on
the third type, which is one of the most prominent and pervasive issues in the rural credit market.
Credit diversion reduces borrowers’ ability to repay loans and results in higher loan default rates.
Lenders respond by asking for collateral to control credit diversion. However, collateral require-
ment causes quantity rationing and risk rationing, as poor households who do not have assets or
fear of risking their assets to put as collateral are excluded from the credit market (Boucher et al.,
2008). Group liability, a key feature in microfinance, is an alternative to overcome credit diversion
through peer monitoring and social collateral. But recent empirical studies show that the popularity
of group liability has been diminished in the rural credit market due to problems of free-riding and
collision (Giné et al. 2010). It seems neither of the above strategies can effectively mitigate credit
diversion without restricting farmers’ access to credit. As a result, formal financial institutions limit
credit supply to rural areas and smallholder farmers are severely credit constrained. The poor have
to forgo income-enhancing and costly investment opportunities due to the lack of capital.

This paper proposes to use index insurance, an innovative risk management instrument, to solve
moral hazard problems in the rural credit market. Specifically, we investigate the impact of the
availability of index insurance on borrowers’ credit diversion behavior using a framed field ex-
periment with Chinese farmers. Index insurance contract is based on a variety of external indices
that are correlated with but not influenced by the insured individual’s outcome. It overcomes ad-
verse selection and moral hazard problems in the insurance market, which are usually associated
with conventional agricultural insurance. Given unique advantages of index insurance and costly
consequences of credit rationing, the recent literature has started to pay increasing attention to the
interaction between index insurance and the rural credit market. All the discussions focus on how
index insurance can reduce the risks in the credit market, either risk rationing on the demand side
or covariant risks on the supply side. Giné and Young (2009) empirically examine whether index
insurance can improve loan take-ups by reducing farmers’ risk exposure using a randomized field
experiment in Malawi. Miranda and Gonzales-Vega (2011) theoretically compare the benefit be-
tween individual farmers’ purchases of index insurance and agricultural banks’ purchases of index
insurance, where the former affects farmers’ risk exposure and the later affects lenders’ covariant
risks of loan portfolio. Carter et al. (2012) argue that interlinking index insurance with loan con-
tracts can simultaneously reduce the risks on both demand and supply side. However, these studies
have neglected the potential of index insurance as an instrument to overcome information asym-
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metry between farmers and lenders. This paper is the first one that investigates the impact of index
insurance on borrowers’ moral hazard problems in the rural credit market.

To better interpret experiment results, this paper builds a simple two-period model where farm-
ers decide whether to borrow a production loan and, if so, whether to divert loans for consumption.
Carter (1988) formally models credit diversion where the choice of credit diversion is a continuous
variable. His model suggests that farmers would divert less credit for consumption when produc-
tion risks are reduced, which provides a basic intuition of how index insurance influences credit
diversion. We model credit diversion as a discrete choice of either investing the full amount or
diverting half of the loan for consumption, to closely resembles the choices in the experiment1.
The model shows that credit non-diverters benefit from purchasing index insurance, while credit
diverters would be worse-off if they purchased index insurance. For credit non-diverters, index
insurance can reduce their risk exposure by raising consumption levels in bad years and increase
expected consumption by improving access to future loans. For credit diverters, however, index
insurance is likely to increase their consumption risks or lower expected consumption. The fun-
damental reason for the difference of the impact between credit diverters and non-diverters is that
index insurance pays indemnities based on an external index rather than farmers’ realized income
level. Therefore, the availability of index insurance encourages farmers to choose full investment
of loans instead of credit diversion. Furthermore, the model predicts that the effect of index insur-
ance on credit diversion is heterogeneous depending on farmers’ risk preferences and ethical costs
associated with violating loan contracts. In addition to credit diversion, we also analyze the impact
of index insurance on the risk rationed, who do not take a loan due to risks. The model shows index
insurance can reduce risk rationing and this effect only depends on farmers’ risk preference.

To test these theoretical predictions empirically, we conducted a framed field experiment with
450 rural households in the north region of China. In the experiment, subjects were invited to par-
ticipate in a set of games. Among the games, control game and treatment game are the primary ones
used to identify the treatment effect of index insurance. Index insurance was not available in the
control game and became available in the treatment game. In both games, subjects decided whether
to borrow a production loan and, if so, whether to divert loans for consumption. Each subject played
both control and treatment game. After the experiment, subjects took a detailed household survey,
which recorded demographics and social-economics information as well as household activities of
agricultural production, formal and informal borrowing and insurance purchase.

Based on theoretical predictions, the empirical analysis estimates the average and the hetero-
geneous treatment effect of index insurance on credit diversion as well as risk rationing. The main

1This also reflects the reality in the study area, where partial credit diversion is much more common than diverting
the whole amount of loans.
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results are that, first, index insurance reduces the number of credit diverters from 15.6% to 3.8%
of the overall sample. Second, the treatment effect on credit diversion is heterogeneous depending
on farmers’ risk preferences and their ethical costs associated with violating loan contracts. For
those with high level of ethical costs, the treatment effect is increasing in risk aversion. For those
with middle level of ethical costs, the treatment effect is quadratic in risk aversion. For those with
low level of ethical costs, the treatment effect is decreasing in risk aversion. Third, index insurance
reduces the risk rationed from 21.3% to 10.9% of the overall sample, and the treatment effect on
risk rationing is increasing in risk aversion.

The experiment context, rural China, has been plagued by asymmetric information problems
characterized by its unique political environment. Although observing a fast economic growth dur-
ing the past three decades, most Chinese smallholder farmers in the rural area still find it extremely
difficult to borrow from formal financial institutions. Since Chinese farmers do not have property
rights in land and cannot use land as collateral, there is no effective instrument to inhibit credit
diversion2. Based on an empirical study in China, Feder et al. (1990) estimate that about one third
of formal production credit is used for consumption purpose3. Credit diversion along with other
asymmetric information problems makes formal lenders very reluctant to lend to the rural area.
According to a national representative survey in 2003 by Chinese statistical bureaus, 28.3% of ru-
ral households obtained formal or informal loans. Among the borrowers, only 34.6% get formal
loans. Among the formal and informal loans, only 27.2% are from formal institutions (Li & Zhu,
2010). The central government bank, People’s Bank of China, reports that less than 10% of formal
loans were used in agriculture sector in 2005 (Gale, 2006). The limited supply of formal credit
results in severe credit constraints. The credit constrained in the formal credit market reported in
the literature ranges from at least 30% to as high as 70% (Feder et al. 1990, Dong et al. 2012, Li
and Zhu 2010, Zhang et al. 2008).

Index insurance is very new in China. Since 2007, only a couple of pilot index insurance
programs have been launched at small scales. The attempt to develop index insurance is partly
motivated by problems associated with the existing conventional agricultural insurance. Although
more than half of rural households have enrolled in conventional agricultural insurance programs,
the existing programs are far from efficient and effective. First, due to asymmetric information
problems, government has to take a large share of insurance payout responsibility when the loss ra-

2Although without property rights in land, Chinese farmers have renting rights in their land for a long period,
currently 30 years

3Feder et al. (1990a) show that although the household survey reports only 3.4% of formal credit is used for
consumption purpose (including construction, consumption, social activity and others), the estimation results have a
much higher diversion ratio, which is about one third. This indicates that the self-reported credit diversion activity is
underestimated and can be used as a lower bound of real credit diversion.
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tio exceeds a certain amount. Otherwise insurance companies are not willing to provide agricultural
insurance. Second, because of high transaction costs and lack of transparency, the huge govern-
ment expenditure on insurance program does not lead to significant welfare improvement of rural
households as expected. Village officers, who are designated as agents to sell contracts, are often
reported to embezzle insurance premium. Farmers do not understand the insurance contract and
thus lack of informed demand and behavior response to insurance. Index insurance is a promising
candidate to avoid the above problems. Thus the results from this study suggest important policy
implications that can help improve the development of both credit and insurance market in China
and other developing countries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple two-period model
of household investment choice. Section 3 describes experiment design and survey data. Section
4 presents empirical model and Section 5 summarizes regression results. Section 6 concludes and
discusses policy implications.

2. Theoretical Model
In this section, Section 2.1 lays out assumptions about the environment farmers are facing, includ-
ing technology options, loan contracts and index insurance contracts. Based on these assumptions,
Section 2.2 constructs a two-period model and analyzes how farmers choose the optimal investment
plan when index insurance is and is not available. Finally, given the calibration of the experiment,
Section 2.3 predicts farmers’ decision-making in experimental games.

2.1 Environment

Technology

Assume farmers face two types of technology, a low-profit safe technology and a high-profit risky
technology. Safe technology, the fall-back choice, generates a constant annual profit of ym. As-
suming its input costs are neglectable, the profit of safe technology !m satisfies !m = ym. The risky
technology requires an input of b to generate an income ys(b). Given an input level, the value of
ys depends on a stochastic shock ", which equals to 1 in good years and 0 in bad years. ys reaches
a high level of income at yh

s when " = 1 and a low level at yl
s when " = 0. When b equals to a
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constant B, the income from risky technology can be written as

ys(b = B) =

!
"

#
yh

s (B) , if "=1

yl
s(B) , if " = 0

, where yh
s is the high income function when " = 1 and yl

s is the low income function when " = 0 .
Both yh

s and yl
s are functions of b. Assume #yh

s
#b > 0 , #yl

s
#b > 0, and yh

s (b)> yl
s(b). The probability of

" = 1 is p .

Loan Contract

Assume farmers are liquidity constrained and they have to borrow loans to invest in the risky
technology. Suppose lenders offer a fixed loan contract denoted as !< B,r,$ = 0 > with loan size
B, interest rates r and zero collateral level ($ = 0). All the loan contract terms are fixed, because the
goal is not to solve for the optimal contract under information asymmetries as Boucher et al. (2008),
but rather to derive the farmer’s optimal behavior with and without index insurance. Interest rates r
satisfy yh

s (B)> (1+r)B > yl
s(B), so that the income from risky technology is sufficient to repay the

loan in good years but insufficient in bad years. Assume that the high-yielding technology is more
profitable than the safe technology after taking capital costs into account, such that pyh

s (B)+ (1!
p)yl

s! (1+ r)B > ym. If investing the whole amount of the loan B in the risky technology, farmers’
net income after repaying loans, !s(B), can be written as

!s(B) =

!
"

#
yh

s (B)! (1+ r)B , if "=1

0 , if " = 0

. Finally, the loan contract has dynamic incentives. If they default in the first year, borrowers
will not get access to future loans and have to choose the safe technology in the second year.
Following Stigliz and Weiss (1981), default happens when ys < (1 + r)B given zero collateral,
which is equivalent to " = 0.

Credit Diversion

Instead of investing all the credit, borrowers may choose to use part of the loan for consumption
right after obtaining the loan and only invest the rest in risky technology. This is called credit
diversion, when the amount invested in production is less than loan size B. To closely resemble the
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experiment and simplify the analysis, our model specifies the way farmers divert credit by making
the following two assumptions:

• Credit diverters divert half of the loan, 1
2B, for consumption.4

• Credit diversion only affects the magnitude of default, rather than the probability of default.
In other words, credit diverters and non-diverters have the same probability of default p. But
the amount that diverters default in bad years is larger than non-diverters, because the former
has less income to repay than the latter. 5

Therefore, credit diverters’ income from risky technology becomes

ys(b =
1
2

B) =

!
"

#
yh

s (
1
2B) = (1+ r)B , if "=1

yl
s(

1
2B) = 0 , if " = 0

, where the income from partial investment is just enough to repay the loan when " = 1 and equals
to 0 when " = 0. Due to information asymmetry between lenders and borrowers, lenders cannot
differentiate credit diverters and non-diverters. Thus credit diverters face the same loan contract as
non-diverters. Diverters’ net income from risky technology becomes

!s(
1
2

B) = 0

. The consumption level under credit diversion is equal to the sum of the net income from risky
technology and the diverted amount, which is equal to !s(

1
B)+

1
2B = 1

2B.
Note that lenders’ expected profit is smaller if borrowers choose credit diversion rather than full

investment. Lenders’ profit % can be written as

% =

!
"

#
(1+ r)B , if " = 1

yl
s(b) , if " = 0

. Since yl
s is increasing in input b, credit diversion reduces lenders’ expected profit E(%) .

4A focus group study in the sample area reveals that, borrowers rarely divert all the credit for consumption but
usually divert part of the credit.

5Under partial credit diversion, it is reasonable to assume diverters can still repay the loan in good years given the
amount of their investment.
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Index Insurance Contract

Index insurance contract is denoted as A < ", I,q >, where I represents indemnities and q insurance
premium. The indemnification depends on ". Farmers receive indemnities only when " = 0. The
contract is actuarially fair, so that q = (1! p)I. If the farmer invests all the loan in risky technology
and purchases index insurance, his income yI

s can be written as

yI
s(B) =

!
"

#
yh

s (B)!q , if "=1

yl
s(B)!q+ I , if " = 0

. To effectively reduce production risks, index insurance contract satisfies (1+r)B!yl
s(B)

p < I <

yh
s (B)! yl

s, which means insurance indemnity is large enough to pay the loan but not too big to
create new income risks. Assuming borrowers first repay the loan before any consumption occurs,
the insurance can help borrowers under full investment to avoid default. Under index insurance,
non-diverters’ net income !I

s becomes

!I
s(B) =

!
"

#
yh

s (B)!q! (1+ r)B , if "=1

yl
s(B)+ I !q! (1+ r)B , if " = 0

. In this case, lenders’ expected profit E(%) is equal to (1+r)B, higher than that if borrowers choose
credit diversion or full investment but without insurance.

2.2 A Two-period Model

Based on the above setup, we construct a two-period model with year 1 and year 2. The farmer
chooses the optimal investment and production option j from the choice set & to maximize his
expected utility over the two years:

Max
j"&

EU(c1
j + c2

j !ECj)

, where c1
j and c2

j are consumptions of year 1 and 2 for option j, and ECj is the consumption equiv-
alent of ethical costs associated with option j. Ethical costs measure the disutility due to ethical
reasons, which the borrower suffers if he chooses to violate loan contract terms after agreeing to the
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contract 6. In this model, the violation refers to diverting production loans for consumption purpose.
Farmer i’s ethical costs depend on his choice of credit diversion and his ethical sensitivity. If the
farmer chooses the fall-back technology or full investment, ECj = 0. If the farmer i chooses credit
diversion, ECj = ei, where ei # 0. Assume the utility function is a constant-relative-risk-aversion
utility function and ri is the CRRA coefficient for farmer i.

Without Index Insurance

In absence of index insurance, the choice set & has three options. Option 1 is the fall-back choice.
Option 2 is to take a loan and invest the full amount of the loan. Option 3 is to take a loan but divert
half of it for consumption. Table 1 lists each year’s consumption level and ethical costs for each
option. Note that, due to dynamic incentives of the loan contract, if default occurs with " = 0 in
year 1, borrowers will not have access to loans and thus have to take the safe technology in year 2.

The Table 1 shows that Option 2 is riskier than the other two options. Without considering
ethical costs, highly risk averse farmers are likely to choose Option 1 (risk rationing) or Option
3 (credit diversion). Risk neutral or risk loving farmers are likely to choose Option 2, since full
investment has higher expected total consumption than the fall-back choice 7. If considering ethical
costs, as ei is increasing, farmer i is more likely to choose Option 1 or Option 2.

With Index Insurance

In this section, we analyze the impact of index insurance on farmers’ choices in two steps. First,
assuming that farmers are not allowed to change production plans, we examine who will purchase
index insurance contract. Based on the results, we construct the choice set & when index insurance
becomes available. Then we relax the assumption and analyze how index insurance affects farmers’
investment choices.

Purchase of Index Insurance

The first step answers the question that who benefit from and purchase index insurance if farmers’
production and investment plans are fixed. In the following we discuss each of the three options.

For farmers under the fall-back choice, the purchase of an actuarially fair insurance will increase
the fluctuation of their net income, because the fall back choice already offers a constant net income.

6During a focus group study, some villagers stated a good person should not divert credit and should exactly follow
loan contract, while some villagers did not show such believes.

7The expected total consumption over two years for the three options are (1+ p)ym +(1! p)ym, (1+ p)[pyh
s (B)!

p(1+ r)B]+ (1! p)ym, and (1+ p) 1
2 B+(1! p)ym respectively.
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Risk averse farmers will always prefer not to purchase insurance if choosing Option 1.
Credit diverters will not purchase index insurance for two reasons. First, when the net in-

surance indemnity satisfies I ! q = pI < (1+ r)B, index insurance cannot help credit diverters to
avoid default because the net indemnity is smaller than the debt. Index insurance will not reduce
consumption risks but lower expected consumption of credit diverters, since they still need to pay
insurance premium. The fundamental reason for credit diverters’ losses caused by index insurance
is that the magnitude of indemnities is based on the loss under full investment rather than farmers’
realized income. Second, even when the net indemnity is large enough to cover their loss in bad
years, credit diverters will not purchase because the timing of indemnities is based on " rather than
the occurrence of low consumption. For example, if pI = (1+ r)B, insurance premium has to be as
high as q = (1!p)

p (1+ r)B. The maximum insurance premium that credit diverters can afford is 1
2B.

Therefore, credit diverters either cannot afford the insurance premium or end up with a very low
consumption. Table 2 compares credit diverters’ consumption with and without index insurance,
when pI = (1+ r)B and 1

2B = q. Index insurance raises the riskiness of credit diversion to the
extent that it even becomes riskier than full investment. Besides, index insurance may also lower
the expected consumption of credit diversion8. The above discussion suggests credit diverters are
likely to be risk averse. Thus, credit diverters are not likely to purchase index insurance.

If the farmer under full investment purchases index insurance, his consumption over the two
years is shown in the second row of Table 3 . Now we compare the full investment between with
and without index insurance. The expected total consumption with and without index insurance is
denoted as EI

2(c1 + c2) and E2(c1 + c2) respectively, which can be written as

E2(c1 + c2) = (1+ p)[pyh
s (B)! p(1+ r)B]+ (1! p)ym

and,

EI
2(c1 + c2) = 2[pyh

s (B)+(1! p)yl
s ! (1+ r)B]

= (1+ p)[pyh
s (B)! p(1+ r)B! (1! p)((1+ r)B! yl

s)]+(1! p)[pyh
s (B)+(1! p)yl

s ! (1+ r)B]

. Since (1+ r)B > yl
s, the first term of E2(c1 + c2) is bigger than that of EI

2(c1 + c2). It means
that, borrowers can have a higher mean consumption if not purchasing insurance, due to the limited
liability of loan contract. Since pyh

s (B)+(1! p)yl
s! (1+ r)B > ym, the second term of E2(c1+c2)

is smaller than that of EI
2(c1 + c2). This means that insurance can increase expected consumption

8The expected consumption without index insurance is equal to (1+ p) 1
2 B+(1! p)ym, and that with index insur-

ance is equal to (1! p)B.
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by providing access to future loans and income-enhancing technology. In other words, the first term
of EI

2(c1 + c2) represents the loss due to limited liability of loans, and the second term represents
the gain due to dynamic incentives. Putting the two factors together, the difference of expected
consumption between with and without index insurance is ambiguous. If considering multiple
periods more than two years, it is more likely that index insurance raises the expected consumption
level for farmers under full investment. The comparison of riskiness between with and without
insurance can be seen from the minimum total consumption. Full investment without insurance has
a minimum consumption of ym, and with insurance has a minimum consumption of 2[pI+yl

s!(1+
r)B]. This means when insurance indemnity satisfies pI > (1+ r)B! yI

s +
ym
2 , index insurance not

only reduces the probability of default and increase expected consumption but also reduces income
risks. In this case, farmers under full investment are very likely to purchase index insurance.

Overall, although insurance company does not know farmers’ production and investment activ-
ity, only farmers choosing full investment (Option 2) are likely to purchase index insurance, while
those choosing the fall-back option (Option 1) or credit diversion (Option 3) will not purchase. This
self-selection into index insurance market is a major advantage of index insurance and plays a key
role in how index insurance influences credit diversion. Due to the self-selection, we can eliminate
the two cases: Option 1 plus index insurance and Option 3 plus index insurance. Thus when index
insurance is available, farmers essentially face four choices as shown in Table 4, which compose
the choice set & under index insurance.

Impact of Index Insurance

When allowing farmers to switch their production plan, those choosing the fall-back option or
credit diversion when index insurance is not available are likely to switch to full investment when
index insurance becomes available, since index insurance can reduce consumption risks and raises
expected consumption level of full investment as discussed above. Therefore, index insurance can
reduce credit diversion by inducing the switch from Option 3 to Option 4, and risk rationing by
inducing the switch from Option 1 to Option 4.

The model also suggests that the impact of index insurance is not universal. The difference of
expected utility between Option 3 and 4 depends on farmers’ risk preference ri and ethical costs
ei, while the difference of expected utility between Option 1 and 4 only depends on ri. The exact
pattern of the heterogeneity depends on the calibration of the environment.
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2.3 Predictions

This section predicts the impact of index insurance and the heterogeneity of the impact in the ex-
periment. Given the calibration of the experiment, Figure 1 depicts the CDFs of total consumption
(c1 + c2) for Option 1, 2 and 3 when index insurance is not available. Since Option 2 has a higher
mean but more down-side risks than Option 1, the choice between the two options depends on
farmers’ risk preference, ri. When ei = 0, Option 3 first-order stochastically dominates Option 1.
As ei rises, farmers are more likely to choose Option 1 or 2. In general, a farmer’s choice depends
on his risk preference, ri and ethical costs associated with credit diversion, ei .

When index insurance becomes available, farmers face a forth choice of Option 4. The ex-
periment is calibrated so that index insurance raises the expected level and lowers the riskiness
of consumption under full investment. The CDFs of the four choices are depicted in Figure 2.
In fact Option 4 second-order stochastically dominates Option 2. In presence of index insurance,
risk-averse farmers will be more likely to take loans and invest the full amount in risk technology.

Assume a population distributed on ri and ei. Figure 3 graphs the distribution of the choices of
the population. The vertical axis is the consumption equivalent of ethical costs ei as a percentage
of the average total consumption of Option 1. The horizontal axis is the CRRA coefficient in the
range of [0,4]. The model predicts that less risk-averse farmers on the left hand side of Figure 3
will choose to take the loan and invest the full amount. For risk-averse farmers on the right hand
side, their choices depend on their ethical costs . If ethical costs are high, risk-averse farmers will
choose the safe fall-back option and be risk rationed, who are on the upper-right corner of Figure
3. If ethical costs are relatively low, they will choose to divert credit for consumption and become
credit diverters, who are on the lower right corner of Figure 3.

The distribution of farmers’ choices under index insurance is depicted in Figure 4. The slashed
area denotes the population who change production and investment plans, either from the fall-back
safe technology to the risky technology or from credit diversion to full investment. All the risk-
rationed switch from Option 1 to Option 4, indicating the treatment effect of reducing risk rationing
is increasing in ri in the range of [0,4] . Most credit diversion farmers switch to Option 4, except
those with very high risk aversion coefficient and very low ethical costs.

The heterogeneity of the treatment effect on credit diversion is more complicated. Given a
certain level of ethical costs, there are three possible patterns of who are likely to switch from
credit diversion to full investment. When ei is high, the larger the risk aversion, the more likely
the switching occurs, indicating the magnitude of the treatment effect is increasing in ri. When ei

decreases, farmers with middle level risk aversion are more likely to switch, indicating a quadratic
form of treatment effect in ri. In this case, the risk neutral or highly risk-averse farmers do not
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respond to index insurance, either because they already choose full investment or they are too
afraid of risks. When ei is low, the magnitude of the treatment effect is decreasing in ri. Section 4
and 5 empirically test these predictions using experiment and survey data.

3. Experiment Design and Survey Data
This section describes experiment design and procedure as well as statistics summaries.

3.1 Game Design

The experiment consists of 5 games: Practice Game I, Control Game, Practice Game II, Treatment
Game, and Risk Preference Elicitation Game. Each subject played all the five games in the same
order9. The choices subjects are facing in the games are summarized in Table 5, which corresponds
to Table 1 in the model.

Practice Game I

Subjects first took Practice Game I, where they chose between two choice, Option 1 and Option
2. Option 1 is to grow maize without either loan or insurance in both the first and the second year.
The costs of growing maize is neglected. The annual net income from growing maize is 12,000 in
good years and 7,500 in bad years. The year status was realized by farmers drawing a pin-pong
ball from a bag of 10 balls. The bag has 6 orange and 4 white balls. Orange balls represent good
years and white ones represent bad years.

Option 2 is to take a loan of 30,000 and invest all of them in raising sheep. Interest rates are 20%
without collateral requirements. The probability of good years for raising sheep is the same as that
for growing maize. If the borrower draws an orange ball in the first year, the income from raising
sheep is enough to repay the loan and he/she has a net income of 29,000 after loan repayment. In the
second year, the farmer borrows another loan and invests in raising sheep with full amount again.
If the borrower draws a white ball in the first year, the income from raising sheep is not sufficient to
repay the loan. The borrower ends up with zero net income in the first year and has to grow maize
in the second year. The purpose of this game is to introduce the two types of technology and help
subjects to get familiar with the experiment setting.

9Ideally, we should randomize the order of games. However, the order is designed to assist farmers to gradually
learn and get familiar with the experiment. So we keep the order the same for everyone.
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Control Game

In the control game, subjects faced a third choice of Option 3, in addition to Option 1 and 2.
Subjects chose one out of the three options. Option 3 represents credit diversion, where subjects
take the loan, use half of it for consumption and leave the other half for investment in raising sheep.
If the first year is a good year, the income from partial investment in sheep is just enough to repay
the loan and the borrower has 15,000 for consumption, which equals to the amount he/she diverts.
In the second year, he/she repeats to divert half of credit for consumption. If the first year is a bad
year, the income from partial investment is not enough to repay the loan but the borrower still has
15,000 for consumption. In the second year the borrower has to grow maize due to default in the
first year. If choosing Option 3, regardless of the year status, the borrower always has 15,000 for
consumption in the first year. The control game is used to elicit farmers’ investment choices in
absence of index insurance.

Practice Game II

In the second practice game, index insurance for raising sheep was introduced. Given full invest-
ment of loans in raising sheep, subjects chose whether to purchase index insurance. The insurance
pays indemnity based on the year status instead of income level. The insurance premium is 6,500.
The indemnity is 16,250 and only paid in bad years. Subjects chose between Option 2 and Option
4. Option 4 has the same investment and production activity as Option 2, plus purchasing index in-
surance. If choosing Option 4, the borrower is always able to repay the loan and has access to loans
in the second year. The net income is 22,500 in good years and 6,750 in bad years. The purpose of
this game is to introduce index insurance and assist subjects to understand the difference between
with and without insurance.

Treatment Game

In the treatment game, subjects faced all the four options (Option 1, 2, 3 and 4) and chose one out
of the four. The treatment game elicits farmers’ production and investment choices when index
insurance is available.

Risk Preference Game

The last game estimates subjects’ risk preference, following the conventional routine of Holt and
Laury (2002). Subjects were presented with two lotteries. Lottery A rewards subjects 60,000 game
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money if they draw an orange ball and 5,000 game money if they draw a white ball. Lottery B
rewards 20,000 if subjects draw an orange ball and 15,000 if they draw a white ball. Subjects chose
one between the two lotteries for 10 times. Each time, we changed the number of orange and white
balls in the bag. The purpose of this game is to calibrate subjects’ CRRA coefficient.

3.2 Experimental Procedures

We conducted the games with agricultural population in the north region of China. The games
were organized in sessions. In each session, we recruited 20-40 household representatives from
local villages. Each session consisted of the five games discussed above and a household survey
after the games. At the beginning of each game, instructions were presented orally in Chinese to
all the subjects simultaneously with the aid of posters. The posters listed the possible income, net
income and consumption of each option, highlighting the key points specific to each option and the
rules of the game. In each game, before making the final decision, subjects were asked to practice
twice. In each practice, subjects wrote down their decisions on a worksheet. Each subject realized
his/her own year status by drawing a pin-pang ball from a bag twice, the first drawing for the first
year and the second drawing for the second year. Based on his decision and the color of the balls
he drew, subjects determined his total consumption according to posters and wrote it down on the
worksheet. After two practices, subjects then made their final choices. The ball-drawing for the
final decision was conducted at the end of the session. Subjects were not allowed to switch between
options after the realization of year status of the first year.

After subjects finished two practices and the final decision for each game, their worksheets
were collected. A representative subject was invited to randomly pick one game from the five.
The picked game is the payoff game, according to which subjects got paid. If the payoff game
is one of the first four games, each subject draws balls from a bag twice to determine his year
status of the first and second year. If the payoff game is the Risk Preference Elicitation game,
another representative is invited to draw a ball to determine the number of orange balls in the bag.
Then each subject draws a ball from the bag. Assistants recorded the payoff game and the result
of drawing for each subject. Subjects did not know his game earnings before finishing the final
decision for all the five games.

Subjects were paid based on a fixed ratio of the game money they earned in the payoff game.
The maximum of cash earning is ¥120 RMB (about $20) and the average is around ¥60RMB
(about $10). Each session including household survey takes an average of 3 hours. The average
cash earning per hour per subject is about twice of the hourly minimum wage in nearby cities.
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While assistants were calculating and preparing cash award, subjects were taking a household
survey that asks demographic and social-economic information, agricultural activities and financial
market activities. After finishing the survey, subjects came to assistants and claimed cash earning.

We played 17 sessions with an average of 27 subjects per session. The total number of experi-
ment subjects is 450.

3.3 Study Area and Subject Statistics

The experiment was conducted in three districts in the Province of Inner Mongolia of China:
Chifeng District, Tongliao District and Linxi District, as shown in Figure 5 . The three districts
have diversified agricultural structure and demographics. In the Chifeng district, most villagers
rely on cropping and off-farm working. In Tongliao District, most rural population are engaged in
half-cropping-half-herding agriculture. In the Linxi District, villagers mainly rely on herding.

The statistics summaries of the sample pool are provided in Table 6, including demographics,
maize production, sheep production, wealth and income. Among the sample, the minority (who
are not “Han”) takes 38%. The education level on average is 6.78 years, equivalent to just finishing
elementary school. Most of the sample are either household head or household head spouse. The
average off-farming working time is only around 1 month per year, indicating that the study area
relies heavily on agriculture. The size of farmland is much larger in the study area compared to
other regions of China. The average size of cultivated land is 42 mu, of which 22 mu is used to
grow maize. But note that the median size of total farmland and maize crop is just 22 and 12 mu,
which suggests a skewed distribution of crop production. The distribution of sheep production is
even more skewed than crop production. The average value of all livestock is ¥20245 RMB but
the median becomes only ¥50 RMB. The average number of sheep stock is 13 but the median is 0.
This skewness is also reflected in the wealth and income statistics, such as the value of house and
durables. The median of annual gross household income per capita is ¥6833 RMB (about $1093).
If production costs is 50% of gross income, the net income per capital per year is $546.5, less than
$1.5 per day. The median of cash held by household is ¥750 RMB (about $120).

Overall, the data suggests that the sample are very poor and rely on agriculture. Comparing
mean and median, there are many outliers in terms of agricultural production and wealth indicators.
Since every subject takes both control and treatment games, nonrandom selection into sample pool
does not affect the internal validity of our results. However, selection into our experiment may
affect the external validity of this exercise.

Table 7-9 describes the local credit market based on household survey. Table 7 shows that more
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than half of the sample do not obtain any loans. Only 12.7% of the sample obtain loans from formal
financial institutions. Table 8 shows that 44.1% of the sample are credit constrained and most credit
constrained are quantity rationed. Table 9 summarizes loan terms and loan purpose of formal and
informal loans in the study area. Note that there is only 20.3% of formal loans asking for collateral
due to the lack of collateralizable assets. 7.8% of formal loans were defaulted and 15.6% of them
were used for consumption purpose. For formal loans, we find a significant correlation between
loan default and credit diversion. We also ask the quantity rationed of their loan purpose if they
were granted a formal production loan. 18% of them stated they would divert all or part of the loan
for consumption.

4. Empirical Model
This section presents the empirical model used to estimate the average and heterogeneous treatment
effect of index insurance on credit diversion and risk rationing.

4.1 Average effect

Credit diversion

The average treatment effect of index insurance on credit diversion can be estimated by the follow-
ing regression equation:

Y c
i jg = '0 +'1Tg +'2Ri j +'3Xi j +'4A j + (c

i jg (1)

where Y c
i jg is a binary random variable that equals 1 if the subject i of game session j chooses

credit diversion (Option 3) in game g and equals 0 otherwise. Game g equals 1 if it is the treatment
game and equals 0 if it is the control game. Tg represents the treatment of the availability of index
insurance in game g, which equals 1 if index insurance is available and equals 0 if not available. Ri j

is the estimated subject i’s constant relative risk aversion coefficient based on the risk preference
elicitation game. Xi j are individual-level control variables. A j are regional fixed effects. The error
term (c

i jg can be written as
(c

i jg = vc
jg + ec

i jg

where vc
jgis a random effect of session j in game g, and ec

i jg is a mean-zero error term.
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Risk rationing

The average treatment effect of index insurance on risk rationing can be estimated by the following
regression equation:

Y r
i jg = )0 +)1Tg +)2Ri j +)3Xi j +)4A j + (r

i jg (2)

, where Y r
i jg is a binary random variable that equals 1 if the subject i of game session j chooses the

safe fall-back choice (Option 1) in game g and equals 0 otherwise. Similarly, the error term (r
i jg

can be written as
(r

i jg = vr
jg + er

i jg

.
The parameters of interest are '1 and )1, which are the estimates of the average treatment effect

on credit diversion and risk rationing respectively. The theoretical model suggests that '1 < 0 and
)1 < 0. We estimate equation (1) and (2) with OLS, clustering standard errors at the game and
session level jg. Since each subject participated in both control and treatment game, the OLS
estimators of the parameters '1 and )1 are unbiased.

4.2 Heterogeneous effect

Credit diversion

The theoretical model predicts that the treatment effect of index insurance on credit diversion de-
pends on both risk preference and individual ethical costs. The difficulty of estimating the hetero-
geneous effect is that ethical costs are not observable. To overcome this difficulty, we estimate the
heterogeneous treatment effect on credit diversion in two steps. In the first step, we construct an in-
dex of predicted ethical costs, êi, based on borrowers’ past experience of credit diversion recorded
in household survey. In the second step, the whole sample is divided into five groups based on the
quintiles of êi. For each quintile group, we run the following regression equation:

Y c
i jg = '0 +(*0 +*1Ri j +*2R2

i j)$Tg +'2Ri j +'3Xi j +'4A j + (c
i jg (3)

, where '1 is replaced with a quadratic function of Ri j to see how the treatment effect changes when
risk aversion varies.

The parameters of interest are *0, *1 and *2. *0 measures the treatment effect through the
channel of expected consumption. *1 and *2 measure the treatment effect through the channel
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of consumption risk. The model suggests that *0 < 0 for all quintile groups. *1 is changing from
being negative for groups with high ethical costs to being positive for groups with low ethical costs.
*3 is positive only for groups with middle level of ethical costs. We estimate regression equation
(3) with OLS, clustering standard errors at the game and session level. Again, since each subject
participated in both control and treatment game, the OLS estimators of the parameters *0, *1 and
*2 are unbiased.

The index êi is estimated based on borrowers’ experience of diverting formal loans recorded in
household survey. The theoretical model suggests credit diversion behavior is also influenced by
risk preference and ethical costs. Denote the real experience of credit diversion as a binary variable
CDi, which equals to 1 if borrower i diverted any amount of credit for consumption and equals to
0 if not. Assume ethical costs ei can be written as a linear function of individual i’s demographic
characteristics Zi, as ei = ei(Zi) =!+2Zi ! ve . We run the following regression equation:

CDi = +0 ++1Ri ! ei ++3Xi + vi = +0 ++1Ri ++2Zi ++3Xi + vi + vE (4)

,where Xi are agricultural production history and credit market activities that influence borrowers’
decisions of credit diversion. Since not every subject of the sample has experience of borrowing
formal loans, we run the OLS regression on equation (4) only for formal loan borrowers plus the
quantity rationed who expressed their planned loan purpose if they were granted a formal loan in
the survey. Once obtaining the estimators of +2, we construct the estimated êi for the whole sample
as an index of ethical costs by

êi = ˆ!+2Zi (5)

.

Risk rationing

The model indicates that the treatment effect of index insurance on risk rationing depends only on
farmers’ risk preference. To test this heterogeneous effect, we estimate the following regression
equation:

Y r
i jg = )0 +(,0 + ,1Ri j + ,2R2

i j)$Tg +)2Ri j +)3Xi j +)4A j + (r
i jg (6)

, where )1 is replaced with a quadratic function of Ri j. The coefficient ,0 represents the effect of
index insurance through changing farmers’ expected consumption. Coefficient ,1 and ,2 measure
the treatment effect through changing farmers’ risk exposure. The hypotheses are ,0 < 0, ,1 < 0
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and ,2 = 0. Equation (6) is estimated by OLS, clustering at the game and session level.

5. Experiment and Estimation Result

5.1 Experiment Result

The number and percentage of each option chosen by subjects in control and treatment game are
listed in Table 10. In control game, 63.1% of subjects chose to raise sheep with full investment,
21.3% are risk rationed and chose to grow maize, and 15.6% chose credit diversion. When Option 4
with index insurance becomes available in treatment game, the risk rationed are reduced to 10.9%.
Almost half of the risk rationed switched to raising sheep. Credit diverters are reduced to 3.8%,
which means 75.8% of credit diverters were induced to invest the full amount of loans. In treat-
ment game, the percentage of subjects choosing to raise sheep with full investment reached 85.3%
including both with and without index insurance, which is 20% higher than that in the control game.

The distribution of estimated CRRA coefficient based on the Risk Preference Elicitation game
is graphed in Figure 6. The estimated CRRA coefficients concentrate around 1. 95% of the sample
exhibit risk aversion. The mean of the CRRA coefficient is 0.92 and standard deviation is 0.45.

5.2 Average Effect of Index Insurance

The regression results of equation 1 and 2 are reported in Table 11. The estimated average treatment
effects are -11.8% on credit diversion and -10.4% on risk rationing, both statistically significant at
the 5% level.

Table 11 also reports the control variables that have significant correlations with credit diversion
and risk rationing. Household size, years of cropping and size of owned grassland are negatively
correlated with credit diversion. This suggests that the demand for capital input into production
increases as other input goes up such as labor, experience and land. The amount of informal loans
is positively correlated with credit diversion. As shown in statistics summaries, most of informal
loans are used for consumption purpose. A higher amount of informal loans suggests a higher
demand of liquidity for consumption, thus resulting in higher probability of credit diversion.

For risk rationing, higher age is associated with higher probability of risk rationing, since the
elderly are likely to be more risk aversion although CRRA itself is not significant. Education level,
the membership of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and years of cropping and raising sheep are
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all negatively correlated with risk rationing, suggesting human capital may help improve technol-
ogy adoption. It is not straightforward why the number of informal loans and private lending are
significantly correlated with risk rationing.

5.3 Heterogeneous effect

Before going into the detail of heterogeneous effect results, it is important to examine the quality of
estimated CRRA coefficients in the Risk Preference Elicitation Game, since the estimated CRRA
coefficients play a key part in the estimation of heterogeneous treatment effect. In addition to the
Risk Preference Elicitation game, subjects also revealed their risk preference in Practice Game
I and in household survey. In Practice Game I, subjects chose between the safe technology of
growing maize and the risky technology of raising sheep. In household survey, subjects were asked
to choose between a safe payment and a lottery. Highly risk-averse farmers are likely to choose
growing maize in Practice Game I and the safe payment in the survey question, while risk-loving
farmers are likely to choose the other one 10. However, we find that some subjects who exhibited
extreme risk-loving in the Risk Preference Game chose the safe choice in both Practice Game I and
the survey question11. Although there are multiple possible reasons for this inconsistency such as
lack of understanding of the risk preference game, irrational behavior and some unknown factors,
we call those subjects “irrational” and find 9 such irrational subjects in the sample. In the following
analysis, we run regressions with two samples. One is the full sample with 450 subjects, and the
other is the partial sample with 441 subjects excluding the 9 irrational subjects.

The OLS regression result of equation 4 is shown in Table 12, which is used to construct ethical
costs index. Variable Zi are the highlighted bold regressors in Table 12, including gender, age,
minority and religion status. It shows farmers who are old, belong to ethnic minorities and believe
in certain religion are more likely to divert credit in the real life, because they have lower ethical
costs of violating loan contracts. The estimated CRRA coefficient has a significant positive relation
with real credit diversion history, which provides a real-life evidence beyond the experiment that
risks are a key issue of causing credit diversion . These results do not change much between full
and partial sample.

The heterogeneous treatment effect on credit diversion is shown in Table 13 for full sample
and Table 14 for partial sample, which are estimated based on equation 3. Under the full sample,

10Based on the constant-relative-risk-aversion utility model, the CRRA thresholds between the safe and risky choices
is 1.52 in the Practice Game I and 0.24 in the survey question.

11We do not find the other extreme case, where farmers who exhibit extreme risk averse choose the risk choice in
both the practice game and the survey question.
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without dividing the sample into quintile groups, only parameter *0 is significant. The two interac-
tion terms with treatment indicator are not significant, indicating there is no heterogeneous effect.
However, when we divide the sample into five quintile groups based on êi, the estimators of *1

and *2 become significant and change the sign when quintile group changes. For groups with high
ethical costs, *1 is significantly negative and *2 is not significantly different from zero, meaning
that the treatment effect on reducing credit diversion is increasing in risk aversion. For groups with
middle level of ethical costs, *2 becomes significantly positive, indicating that the magnitude of
treatment effect is first increasing and then decreasing in risk aversion. For groups with low ethical
costs, *1 becomes positive although not significant and *2 is not significantly different from zero,
suggesting that the magnitude of treatment effect is decreasing in risk aversion. These results are
consistent with out theoretical predictions. When restricted to the partial sample, the results show
the same pattern of heterogeneity as under full sample. But estimates are more significant and the
magnitude of estimates is larger.

The regression result of equation 6 for heterogeneous treatment effect on risk rationing is shown
in Table 15. Under full sample, the estimator of ,0 and ,1 are negative, which is consistent with
model prediction but not significant. Under partial sample, ,̂1 becomes significantly negative at the
5% level. This means the treatment effect of index insurance is increasing as farmers’ risk aversion
rises. Also, the coefficient of CRRA is significantly positive under partial sample, which verifies
that risk-averse farmers are more likely to be risk rationed.

6. Conclusion
This paper explores how the availability of index insurance affects borrowers’ moral hazard behav-
ior in the rural credit market using a framed field experiment with 450 Chinese farmers. We build a
simple two-period model to show that credit diverters and the risk rationed would be self-selected
out of the index insurance market. Only farmers who choose the risky technology and invest the
full amount of loans are willing to purchase index insurance. The experiment results show that the
availability of index insurance reduces the number of credit diverters from 15.6% to 3.8% over the
whole sample. The treatment effect on credit diversion is heterogeneous across farmers depending
on their risk preferences and ethical costs associated with violating loan contracts. The magnitude
of the treatment effect is decreasing at low level of ethical costs, quadratic at middle level of ethical
costs and increasing at high level of ethical costs in risk aversion. In addition, index insurance
reduces the number of risk-rationed farmers from 21.3% to 10.9%. The treatment effect on risk
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rationing is increasing in risk aversion.
The theoretical and empirical results have important policy implications for stimulating credit

supply to agriculture and reducing credit rationing. They suggest that lenders can substitute index
insurance for collateral requirement, since index insurance can effectively control moral hazard
problem. If so, poor farmers who were previously quantity rationed or risk rationed can obtain
credit simply by purchasing index insurance. In other words, lenders can use index insurance
as a signal to identify “good” clients and overcome information asymmetry. Compared to other
signaling mechanisms such as collateral, the purchase of index insurance is much less “expensive”
and unlikely to exclude the poor from the credit market.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: CDFs without Index Insurance

Figure 2: CDFs with Index Insurance
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Figure 3: Choice distribution under no index insurance

Note: “O1”, “O2” and “O3” represent Option 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 4: Choice distribution under index insurance
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Figure 5: Study area

Figure 6: Distribution of estimated CRRA
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Table 1: Farmers’ options when index insurance is not available
Options " c1 " c2 E

1 1
1. Fall
Back

ym 0 ym 0

0 1
0

1 yh
s (B)! (1+ r)B 1 yh

s (B)! (1+ r)B
2. Full 0 0 0
Investment 0 0 1 ym

0
1 1

2B 1 1
2B

3. Credit 0 ei
Diversion 0 1

2B 1 ym
0

Table 2: Credit diversion with and without index insurance
" c1 " c2
1 1 1

2B
Credit

Diversion

1
2B 0

0 1 ym
0

1 0 1 0
Credit

Diversion +
0 1

2B

Index
Insurance 0 1

2B
1 0

0 1
2B
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Table 3: Farmers’ net income under different options
Options " c1 " c2 E

1 yh
s (B)! (1+ r)B 1 yh

s (B)! (1+ r)B
Full 0 0 0
Investment 0 0 1 ym

0
1 yh

s (B)!q! (1+ r)B 1 yh
s (B)!q! (1+ r)B

Full Inv.+ 0 yl
s + I !q! (1+ r)B 0

Index Insur. 0 yl
s + I !q! (1+ r)B 1 yh

s (B)!q! (1+ r)B
0 yl

s + I !q! (1+ r)B

Table 4: Farmers’ options when index insurance is available
Options " c1 " c2 E

1 1
1. Fall
Back

ym 0 ym 0

0 1
0

1 yh
s (B)! (1+ r)B 1 yh

s (B)! (1+ r)B
2. Full 0 0 0
Investment 0 0 1 ym

0
1 1

2B 1 1
2B

3. Credit 0 ei
Diversion 0 1

2B 1 ym
0

1 yh
s (B)!q! (1+ r)B 1 yh

s (B)!q! (1+ r)B
4. Full
Inv.+

0 yl
s + I !q! (1+ r)B 0

Index Insur. 0 yl
s + I !q! (1+ r)B 1 yh

s (B)!q! (1+ r)B
0 yl

s + I !q! (1+ r)B

Table 5: Options in the experiment
Option Project Loan Full Investment Insurance

1 Maize NO - NO
2 Sheep YES YES NO
3 Sheep YES NO NO
4 Sheep YES YES YES
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Table 6: Summary Statistics
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Table 7: Formal and informal borrowers
Formal loan borrower Informal loan borrower Non-borrower

Number of borrowers 57 178 240
% of the sample 12.7% 40.0% 53.3% 12

Average number of 1.12 1.71 –
the corresponding
loans per borrower

(0.33) (0.96)

Average amount of 21192.98 23153.37 –
the corresponding
loans per borrower

(RMB)

(13787.21) (31971.16)

Note: Standard deviation reported in parentheses

Table 8: The share of credit rationing
Credit Constrained Credit Unconstrained

Quantity Risk Transaction costs Borrower Non-borrower
35.9% 2.0% 6.2% 3.3% 52.5%

44.1% 55.9%

Table 9: Formal and informal loan terms and purpose
Formal loans Informal loans

Ave. annual interest rates 12.2% 4.0%
per loan (0.04) (0.08)

Ave. loan size 18875 13432.67
(RMB) (10950.83) (24123.21)

Ave. loan duration 14.64 –
(months) (8.55)

% of installment loans 45.3% –
% of collateralized loans 20.3% 1.3%

% of loans with guarantors 32.8% 4.6%
% of loans with group liability 42.2% 0%

% of default loans 7.8% 4.3%
% of loans for consumption purpose 15.6%13 65.3%
% of loans for production purpose 91% 40.3%14

Note: Standard deviation reported in parentheses
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Table 10: Experiment results
Option Control Game Treatment Game Treatment effect

1 96 49 -47
(21.3%) (10.9%) (-10.4%)

2 284 55
(63.1%) (12.2%)

3 70 17 -53
(15.6%) (3.8%) (-11.8%)

4 – 329
(73.1%)

Table 11: Average treatment effect of index insurance on credit diversion and risk rationing
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Table 12: Relation between credit diversion history and demographic characteristics
  
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  
  

Table 13: Heterogeneous treatment effect of index insurance on credit diversion under full sample
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Table 14: Heterogeneous treatment effect on credit diversion under partial sample

     

      
     

      
     

      
     

      
     

      
      




Table 15: Heterogeneous treatment effect of index insurance on risk rationing under full and partial
sample
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Abstract

Why do the poor have so many economic activities? One prominent
theory states the poor inefficiently diversify to self-insure against the risk
of relying on one income source. I test the theory by measuring the re-
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1. Introduction

To take...the trade of the pin-maker...in the way in which this business

is now carried on...it is divided into a number of branches...One man

draws out the wire, another straights it, a third cuts it...I have seen a

small manufactory of this kind where ten men only were employed...

Those ten persons, therefore, could make among them upwards of

forty-eight thousand pins in a day...But if they had all wrought sepa-

rately and independently...they certainly could not each of them have

made twenty, perhaps not one pin in a day...

-Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations

What made the Industrial Revolution so revolutionary? Though the steam

engine and power loom were remarkable innovations, the most revolutionary

breakthrough was one of management rather than machinery: economic spe-

cialization. The specialization revolution illustrated in Smith’s parable spread

beyond the assembly line and the factory. In a modern economy, most indi-

viduals channel their talents towards a single profession that makes a single

portion of a single product. Like Smith’s pin-maker we specialize to raise our

collective output.

But households in the developing world do not specialize. Few poor house-

holds in the developing world rely on just one economic activity for their in-

come (?). But if Smith and his pin-maker are right, the overabundance of activ-

ities must cost poor households foregone income. Why might the poor, who by

definition have little income to spare, leave any on the table through inefficient

under-specialization?

One theory is that having many economic activities, like diversifying a stock

portfolio, will hedge against risk. When the returns to any activity are uncer-

tain, perfect specialization is as dangerous as pouring a lifetime’s savings into

one stock. Lacking the privilege of steady jobs and unemployment insurance,

the poor choose quite sensibly to spread risk. Economists have speculated that

risk might explain under-specialization, but have also proposed other theories.

One alternative theory states that expanding any activity to a profitable scale re-

quires lumpy investments; for example, becoming a large-scale tailor requires
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a sewing machine. Poor households lack the credit to make these investments.

Unable to draw on one large income source, their only option is to pool income

from many small sources. These two theories suggest very different constraints

on poor households and very different policy recommendations to improve so-

cial welfare. But until now, neither theory has been formalized and rigorously

tested.

I formalize the intuition of risk theory in a simple model that makes testable

predictions. A household must choose how many side activities to pursue and

how to allocated its labor endowment between them and its primary activity.

It makes its decisions before the returns to any activity are realized, turning its

revenue stream into a gamble whose variance falls with the number of activities.

Weighed against the safety of more activities is the fixed cost it must pay for each

extra activity. The model predicts a household responds to greater riskiness in

the returns to its primary activity by increasing its number of side activities; it

makes several more predictions about the nature of this response and the effect

on its revenue.

To test the model I observe the response of Thai rice farmers to changes in

the mean and volatility of the international rice price. I model volatility in rice

prices as a first-order ARCH process and use its predicted values as a monthly

measure of volatility. I identify households in a monthly survey who expect a

rice harvest in the near future. Higher volatility in the price of rice directly raises

the riskiness of these households income, and their differential response to

volatility (controlling for the mean price) identifies the causal effect of riskier in-

come on economic specialization. I compare the response of harvest-expecting

households to that of households who do not farm rice and households that do

but expect no immediate harvest. The estimated triple-difference isolates the

response to a riskier income from the response to a more variable cost of con-

sumer goods and unobserved differences between rice farmers and non-rice

farmers. I further test the model by seeing if the response to risk is strongest

among households with poor insurance, where insurance is the tendency to

receive money from other households when one’s own revenue is low. I find

suggestive evidence to support this prediction, and estimate that the response

to 10% less volatility equals the response to 4% higher returns among poorly

insured households.
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Since a harvest-expecting household does not yet have its crop in hand, the

mean and variance of the rice price cannot directly affect revenue. Then the

variation they induce in the number of economic activities is exogenous and

can form a valid first-stage in an IV regression of total revenue on the number

of economic activities. Whereas OLS regressions indicate that more economic

activities predict higher revenue, IV estimates reverse the sign of the effect; a

failure to specialize costs households income exactly as the model predicts. The

upward bias of OLS confirms another of the model’s predictions.

Finally, I test the alternative theory of under-specialization the theory of

lumpy investments and credit constraints using a quasi-experimental credit

injection. I exploit the Million Baht Program, used most prominently by ?, to

test whether a relaxation of credit constraints causes a decrease in the number

of businesses. I find no evidence to support the lumpy investment theory.

2. Literature

Economists have long studied the effects of risk on household decision-making,

so I restrict my discussion to the most relevant studies from developing world

contexts. ? use variability in the onset of monsoon rains to test the effect of

risk on profitable agricultural investment. They find farmers in riskier areas

choose safer but less profitable bundles of investment unless they are wealthy

enough to cope with income shocks. ? examine the effects of risk on human

capital investment. They use a theoretical model and expected versus unex-

pected shocks to separate the effects of imperfect credit from imperfect insur-

ance on children’s schooling. They find neither credit nor insurance markets

function perfectly.

The study of income diversification in the developing world is much more

limited. Though many scholars—most visibly ?—have reported the lack of spe-

cialization among the poor, few studies have attempted to identify its causes. ?

use rainfall variability to test if risk affects specialization. They use occupational

focus—whether members of a household choose the same profession—as their

measure of specialization. They find lower focus in places with higher rainfall

variability except in areas where flooding is common, arguing that flooding re-
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duces a farmer’s dependence on rainfall. They also find some evidence that

forms of insurance like a government safety net mitigate the effect of rainfall

risk. They give evidence that occupation focus may increase consumption. ?

also uses rainfall variability to study specialization and finds similar effects in

Nepal. Many other scholars have examined the effects of climate variability on

occupational choice.

But neither of these studies can deal with the possibility that different kinds

of people live in places with highly variable rainfall, or that rainfall variability af-

fects aspects of life beyond income risk. My triple-difference estimator isolates

the effect of short-run income risk. I also focus on number of activities rather

than occupational focus because it more directly answers my original question:

why the poor have so many economic activities.

3. A Model of Risk and Specialization

In this section I formalize the intuition of costly under-specialization with a

simple model. The model makes testable predictions I confirm in the empir-

ical section of the paper.

3.1. Setup

Each household has a single primary economic activity and the option to take

up secondary (or side) economic activities. The household has a single unit of

labor; it must choose both the number of side activities (if any) and how much

labor it allocates to each activity. Labor allocated to an activity produces income

at constant returns; the marginal return for any activity is unknown when the

household chooses its side activities and labor allocations. Finally, the house-

hold must pay a fixed-cost for each new side activity it undertakes.

The household’s objective is

max
M,Lp,{Lsm}

E[−e−αC ]

subject to the constraints
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C = Y = wpLp +
∑
m∈M

wsmL
p
m −MF

Lp +
∑
m

Lsm = 1

The choice variables are M , the number of side activities (if any); Lp, the

fraction of the labor endowment devoted to the primary economic activity; and

{Lsm}m∈M , the fraction of labor devoted to each side activity. Households have

constant absolute risk-aversion preferences with parameter α. The household

simply consumes its income, which is the sum of income from primary (p) and

side (s) activities minus the total fixed cost it pays. The returns to the primary

and secondary activities are wp and {wsm}m∈M . These are independent normal

random variables with wp ∼ N(w̄p, σ2
p) and wsm ∼ N(w̄s, σ2

s) for all m. Assume

wp ≥ ws, so greater specialization will not lower expected revenue.

Without any algebra it is clear that if returns to the primary activity were

certain—from a salaried (preferably government) job—the household would

perfectly specialize (M = 0). Specialization spares the household fixed-costs

and may earn the household higher returns to labor. In this simple universe,

the only reason for side economic activities is to reduce the variance of income.

3.2. Example: Choosing Between Specialization and One Side

Activity

Focus for now on the simplified case where w̄p = w̄s = w̄ and the household can

only choose between no side activities and a single side activity. The household

effectively must choose between two “bundles” of mean of consumption (call it

C̄) and variance of consumption (call it V ):

M = 0 M = 1

C̄ w̄ w̄ - F

V σ2
p (Lp)2σ2

p + (1− Lp)2σ2
s

Since Lp < 1, the variance of consumption with a side activity is lower than

the variance under perfect specialization. With a positive fixed cost the house-
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hold must trade a higher expected consumption for a less variable level of con-

sumption.

Suppose the household has chosen to pursue a side activity and must now

choose its optimal labor allocation conditional on that choice. Since consump-

tion is a normal random variable, expected utility is (the negative of) a log nor-

mal random variable. The household’s intermediate problem is

max
Lp
−e−αC̄+α2

2
V .

The first-order condition is

0 = −α
2

2
e−αC̄+α2

2
V · ∂V

∂Lp

⇒ 0 = Lpσ2
p + (1− Lp)σ2

s

⇒ Lp =
σ2
s

σ2
p + σ2

s

The next step is to find a condition stating when the household wants to en-

ter a side activity. To avoid a degenerate outcome (everyone either specializes

or diversifies), consider heterogeneity in the fixed cost of the side activity. Sup-

pose F is uniformly distributed on the interval [0,F ] for some upper-bound F .

Then the optimal decision rule is a threshold condition; all households with a

fixed cost below the threshold (call it F̄0) will start a side activity.

Write the mean and variance of consumption as functions of the number of

side activities (C̄(M), V (M)). The household whose fixed cost is exactly F̄0 is

indifferent between zero and one side activities:

−e−αC̄(0)+α2

2
V (0) = −e−αC̄(1)+α2

2
V (1)

⇒ −αC̄(0) +
α2

2
V (0) = −αC̄(1) +

α2

2
V (1)

⇒ α

2
[V (0)− V (1)] = C̄(0)− C̄(1)

Substitute the expressions from the table above and rearrange to find the

threshold fixed cost:
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F̄0 =
α

2

σ4
p

σ2
p + σ2

s

The threshold rises with the variance of the primary activity σ2
p, and Figure

??.a shows the effect on the number of households with a side activity. When

their primary activity becomes riskier, households are willing to pay more to

hedge their bets; hence the threshold rises. The mass of households with fixed

costs between the old and new thresholds then enter a side activity. The change

in the average number of activities is

∂E[M ]

∂σ2
r

=
α

2
· σ

2
rσ

2
r + 2σ2

s

2 (σ2
r + σ2

s)
2 ·

1

F
> 0

This first prediction of the model is just a formalization of the intuition of

the introduction:

Test 1 (Risk) Households increase their number of economic activities in response

to riskier returns to their primary activity.

3.3. Adding Insurance

A household trapped in the model of Section ?? has no choice but to insure

against risk with additional activities. But real households often have access to

some other means of insurance. Workers in the rich world enjoy unemploy-

ment compensation, and households throughout the world can often count on

friends and family to send money when needed.

At its core, insurance is simply a means of reducing the dependence of con-

sumption on (transitory) income. I accordingly model it by adjusting household

consumption to be

C = pY + (1− p) yp

Consumption is now partly drawn from current revenue and partly from the

household’s (constant) permanent income, where a smaller portion due to cur-

rent revenue (smaller ρ) corresponds to a higher degree of insurance. For sim-

plicity I do not model the source of the insurance (in the empirical section I

use transfers from outside the household). I also assume permanent income
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has the same expectation as current income (as must be true if income is sta-

tionary). Then the threshold for the cost of entering a new activity—that is, the

largest cost a household is willing to bear for switching from perfect specializa-

tion to having a single side activity—becomes

F̄0 = ρ2α

2

σ4
r

σ2
r + σ2

s

Assuming as before the fixed cost is distributed uniformly over [0,F ], a rise in

the variance of the primary activity causes a smaller average increase in number

of activities whenever ρ < 1:

∂E[M ]

∂σ2
r

= ρ2 · α
2
· σ

2
rσ

2
r + 2σ2

s

2 (σ2
r + σ2

s)
2 ·

1

F

The expression provides a new testable prediction:

Test 2 (Insurance) Uninsured households respond more to a rise in the variance

of the primary activity than insured households.

The prediction is hardly counter-intuitive: more outside insurance means

less need for insurance through costly under-specialization. In the limit when

insurance is perfect (ρ = 0), a change in the variance has no effect and a house-

hold will behave as though risk-neutral. Given its simplicity, this prediction is

also a reality check—it must hold if the effects I find in the empirical portion of

the paper are actually responses to risk.

3.4. The Effect of Higher Expected Returns

The empirical approach in Section ?? exploits variation in both the volatility

of returns and the expected returns. To derive a prediction about changes in

expected returns, relax the assumption that expected returns to the primary

and secondary activities are equal and call the expected premiumw+ = w̄p−w̄s.
To make the model interesting, assume ασ2

p − w+ > 0. This means the average

premium—the extra marginal gains to specialization—are not too large relative

to the utility cost of the riskiness of the primary activity. If the assumption does

not hold, the additional gains from the primary activity are so attractive the

household specializes in a single activity despite the risk.
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The labor allocation to the primary activity conditional on having a side ac-

tivity is now

Lp =
ασ2

s + w+

α
(
σ2
p + σ2

s

)
which is strictly less than one under the assumption on the average pre-

mium. The threshold cost for having a side activity is now

F̄0 =
1

2α
·
(
ασ2

p − w+

)2

σ2
p + σ2

s

Then the change in the average number of activities is

∂E[M ]

∂w+
=

w+ − ασ2
p

ασ2
p + ασ2

p

< 0

In words the result states that a higher marginal return to the primary ac-

tivity causes households to abandon their side activity and focus on the pri-

mary activity. Intuitively a higher premium raises the opportunity cost of self-

insurance through an extra activity, and fewer households are willing to pay this

cost.

Test 3 (Returns) Households decrease their number of economic activities in re-

sponse to higher expected returns to their primary activity.

3.5. Linking Economic Activities to Revenue

By construction, taking on additional side activities lowers the household’s total

revenue. But the empirical strategy of Section ?? examines rice farmers who

expect but have not yet collected a harvest; it cannot test predictions about total

revenue by construction. Instead I formalize several statements about the effect

of additional activities on revenue from side activities.

Consider again the simple case where returns are equal but suppose house-

holds can choose any number of activities. The general expression for each

threshold is

F̄M =
ασ4

pσ
2
s

2
(
Mσ2

p + σ2
s

) (
(1 +M)σ2

p + σ2
s

)
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Let ys =
∑

m∈M wmL
p
mMF denote the total revenue from side activities. For

simplicity treat the number of activitiesM as continuous; holding a household’s

cost of additional activities fixed, an infinitesimal change in the number of ac-

tivities changes side revenue on average by

E
[
∂ys

∂M

]
= −E[F ] + E

[
wσ2

pσ
2
s(

Mσ2
p + σ2

s

)2

]

This is not equal to the fixed cost because a change in the number of activ-

ities also induces a change in labor allocated to side activities. This means the

average derivative, which corresponds to the instrumental variables coefficient

I estimate in Section ??, might not be negative: a decrease in side revenue from

additional activities implies a cost to specialization, yet the converse need not

be true. But for the current endeavor equivalency is not necessary—a negative

response will validate the idea of costly under-specialization.

Test 4 (Cost) The average effect on revenue of more activities is negative only if

under-specialization is costly.

This last test draws insight from an instrumental variables regression, but

the model also makes a prediction about the ordinary least squares coefficient.

The OLS coefficient estimates the average effect of increasing the number of

activities without holding their cost fixed; that is, it estimates the average total

derivative:

E
[
dys(M,F )

dM

]
= E

[
∂ys

∂M
+
∂ys

∂F
· ∂F
∂M

]
= E

[
∂ys

∂M

]
+ E

[
∂ys

∂F
· E
[
∂F

∂M
|M

]]
= E

[
∂ys

∂M

]
+ E

[
∂ys

∂F
· ∂

∂M
E [F |M ]

]
The term ∂ys

∂F
is clearly negative. The term ∂

∂M
E [F |M ], which is the change

in the average fixed cost of households with more and more activities, is also

negative. Figure ?? illustrates why: one household will have more activities than
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another only if each additional activity is less costly. The number of activities

is informative about their cost—indeed, E [F |M ] is nothing more than the de-

mand curve for insurance through economic under-specialization. Like any

demand curve its slope is negative. This means

βOLS = E
[
∂ys

∂M

]
+ E

[
∂ys

∂F
· ∂

∂M
E [F |M ]

]
> E

[
∂ys

∂M

]
= βIV

which is the final theoretical test of the model:

Test 5 (OLS Bias) The OLS estimate of the effect of additional activities on side

revenue is biased positively compared to the IV estimate.

For the right set of parameters the bias can be strong enough to make the

OLS coefficient positive, which is exactly what I find in Section ??.

4. Data

My main source of household panel data is the Townsend Thai Monthly Sur-

vey (?), and I supplement the monthly data with the simultaneously collected

Annual Survey (?). A baseline household survey administered in May 1997 re-

ported on over two thousand rural households throughout four provinces in

rural Thailand, and the annual resurvey series tracked households from one-

third of the districts originally surveyed in each province through 2010. Of the

districts not included in the annual resurvey, one from each province was cho-

sen for the monthly survey. The households in these districts were surveyed ev-

ery month to document changes in their incomes, crop conditions, and many

other characteristics. I use the monthly price of rice from the IMF’s commodity

price dataset, and a monthly consumer price index from the Bank of Thailand

to deflate all currency variables.

I use the monthly data for the risk response tests. I labeled a household as a

rice farmer if it harvested rice at any point in the sample. I labeled a household
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as expecting a harvest if it harvested rice in the next 1-3 months. I labeled a

household as having had a recent harvest if it harvested rice in the previous 0-3

months (this includes a harvest in the current month). I defined the number

of economic activities as the sum of the number of “large” businesses, crop-

plots cultivated, types of livestock raised, number of jobs held by all members,

number of miscellaneous or small businesses, and an indicator for whether the

household engages in acquaculture (raising fish or shrimp). I define the house-

hold’s total revenue as the sum of revenue from all the components of the num-

ber of economic activities. Finally, in merging aggregate time series data with

the household survey and defining month dummies I adopt this convention: a

household-month observed through a survey administered in the first half of

the month is tagged as occurring in the previous month. Since the rice price is

a monthly average, this convention better reflects the actual time span of the

response period.

I use the annual data for the lumpy investment tests. I constructed the num-

ber of activities to be as similar as possible to the measure in the monthly sam-

ple: the sum of the number of large businesses, crop-plots, jobs, herds, an indi-

cator for aquaculture, and a subset of the miscellaneous income sources. 1

5. Suggestive Evidence of Risk and

Under-Specialization

The model suggests risk will cause households to under-specialize under three

conditions:

1. Risky revenue

2. Imperfect insurance

3. A tendency to reduce consumption risk with under-specialization

1Miscellaneous income sources in the annual survey often include remittances and other
sources that do not meet my definition of economic activities (namely, revenue generating ac-
tivities that require labor). I filter these unwanted sources using regular expressions on the tex-
tual descriptions of sources. The 1999 survey unfortunately does not contain textual descrip-
tions, but the year dummies in the annual regressions should account for any 1999-specific
measurement error.
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If any of these conditions fails, Section ?? would find no causal effect of risk

on economic activities. But the quasi-experimental variation of Section ?? uses

short-run variation—changes in monthly price volatility—to measure effects on

short-run outcomes—number of activities worked in a month. The short-term

and long-term phenomena of under-specialization have similar mechanisms,.

The model of Section ?? specifies no time horizon, so significant results in the

short-run are informative about the long-run.

But knowing similar mechanisms determine the long- and short-run is not

the same as seeing their effects on daily life. In this section I present basic in-

equilibrium evidence to clarify the role of risk and under-specialization in the

lives of my sample. Economic under-specialization is a defining characteristic

of the poor; if the theory is true, then the three conditions above must be visible

in a poor household’s every-day life.

5.1. Risky Revenue

Do households suffer risk in their revenue? Figure ?? shows the average coef-

ficient of variation of revenue for four dichotomies of households: rice farm-

ers versus non-rice farmers; households with steady jobs versus those without;

households with cash savings versus those without; and households in the top

quartile of cash savings versus everyone else. More precisely, I compute the

coefficient of variation of total revenue for each household across all months

where it meets or does not meet the indicated criterion (e.g. holds a steady

job). I then average the coefficients across all households.

No one—not even households with steady jobs—has completely stable rev-

enue. Even households with steady jobs see fluctuations in their revenue nearly

equal to their average revenue. Those without steady jobs can expect their rev-

enue to vary twice as much from month-to-month. Rice farmers unsurprisingly

suffer a much more variable stream of revenue than non-rice farmers. Finally,

individuals with high cash savings enjoy a much less variable revenue stream.

The most likely explanation is that individuals with more stable revenue are

able to accumulate enough cash reserves to reach the top quartile of savers.
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5.2. Imperfect Insurance

Will the fluctuations in revenue from Section ?? affect household consump-

tion? Figure ?? graphs the spontaneous responses of households to the question

”What did your household do in the worst year [for income] of the last five to get

by?”2 By far the most popular response was to take on an extra occupation, fol-

lowed by working harder than usual. These responses do not prove households

respond to risk through under-specialization, only that they respond to shocks

through under-specialization. But if households must smooth their revenue by

varying labor supply, they must not have access to any better smoothing mech-

anism. Borrowing to counter the shock is only the third most popular response

and using savings only the fifth. The fourth most popular response is to con-

sume less, meaning many households lack even a second-rate mechanism to

smooth consumption.

Figure ?? provides more direct evidence: the correlation between revenue

and consumption. For each household I compute the correlation coefficient

between monthly revenue and consumption expenditure. If a risk-averse house-

hold has perfect insurance, its consumption should be independent of its cur-

rent revenue; in fact, it should be constant. A household without perfect insur-

ance must consume less when its revenue falls, driving the revenue-consumption

correlation above zero. A higher correlation is evidence of worse insurance. The

figure plots estimated kernel densities of household risk-consumption correla-

tions among rice farmers and non-rice farmers. Since zero is modal it appears

many households do have near-perfect insurance, but many more do not. The

distribution is heavily skewed to the right (less insurance), and rice farmers in

particular have worse insurance overall.

5.3. Risk and Under-Specialization

Finally and most importantly, do households respond to consumption risk through

under-specialization? A simple test is to compare the economic activities of rice

2This question is from the 1997 baseline household survey. Responses are “spontaneous” in
that households responded without being read a list of options. I graph only the seven most
popular responses; as expected for an unprompted question, there were nearly one hundred
unique responses.
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farmers to non-rice farmers. Recall that rice farmers have more variable rev-

enue and less effective insurance than everyone else (see Sections ?? and ??).

The theory claims they should have more economic activities. The histogram

in Figure ?? agrees: rice farmers are more likely to have a large number of eco-

nomic activities than everyone else.

The final test is the simplest of all: to check the correlation between revenue

variability and number of economic activities. Figure ?? plots each household’s

average number of economic activities against the log of the standard deviation

of its revenue throughout the sample. The positive correlation suggests house-

holds with more variable income are more likely to have many economic ac-

tivities. The evidence of this section suggests the risk and under-specialization

theory may have merit. Fluctuating revenue and imperfect insurance plague

the lives of the poor, and the households that suffer the most appear to special-

ize the least. By themselves, the simple correlations and patterns of this section

mean little; any number of stories and models could reproduce them. But com-

bined with the quasi-experimental evidence of Section ??, they argue forcefully

that risk holds poor households back from the benefits of economic specializa-

tion.

6. Causal Evidence of Risk and

Under-Specialization

The ideal test for the model of risk and under-specialization is to randomize

people’s lives: make the products of one group’s labor perfectly stable and an-

other’s very risky. The theory predicts people cursed with riskier lives will be-

come jacks of all trades while the lucky control group can specialize like Smith’s

pin-maker.

Lacking the capacity and amorality to randomize risk into people’s lives, I

instead observe their responses to imminent changes in the riskiness of their

income. Changes in the monthly volatility of the international price of rice will

directly alter the variance of revenue for a household expecting a rice harvest.

By observing their responses I can isolate the effect of imminent income risk on

specialization.
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6.1. Estimating Risk Response

To estimate the causal effect of risk on number of economic activities, I em-

ploy a triple-differences estimator. A standard double-difference (or difference-

in-differences) estimator measures the response of one (control) group to the

response of another (treatment) group. Researchers typically leverage the re-

sponse to a program or event, but the logic applies equally to this paper’s lever:

the response to conditional volatility in the international price of rice. A triple-

difference estimator extends the approach by using three groups. Each incre-

mental comparison of responses between groups removes an additional source

of bias.

The estimator first compares the response of rice farmers to the responses

of everyone else. Since rice is the consumption staple in Thailand, every house-

hold cares about its price and might respond to price volatility. The first com-

parison removes the portion of a households response due to consumption.

The estimator then compares the response of rice farmers expecting a har-

vest to the response of rice farmers in general. Although rice farming is the

default occupation in rural Thai villages, households can leave the default for

wage work or start a non-farm business. Those that remain rice farmers may

differ in risk preferences or other unobservables that cause them to respond

differently to rice price volatility even leaving aside income risk. Comparing the

response of rice farmers in general to that of rice farmers expecting a harvest

eliminates the portion of a households response due to occupational choice.

Figure ?? summarizes the concept graphically; using the non-rice farmers and

rice farmers not expecting a harvest as controls is like holding the mean and

volatility of the rice price constant outside of the pre-harvest window of each

farmer. The estimator then compares a farmer to himself when he faces volatile

versus stable rice prices before his harvest.

Estimating the triple-difference in a regression framework is easy:
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[Activities]it = [FE]i + [Mean] + [V olatility]

+ [Expecting Harvest]it + [Had Harvest]it

+ [Rice Farmer]i × [Mean]t + [Rice Farmer]i × [V olatility]t

+ [Expecting Harvest]it × [Mean]t + [Expecting Harvest]it × [V olatility]t

+ [Had Harvest]it × [Mean]t + [Had Harvest]it × [V olatility]t + εit

Ignore the indicator for Had Harvest momentarily. Then the terms in the

second line of the regression do the first comparison; controlling for the re-

sponse of all households to rice price volatility (absorbed by the month dum-

mies), the coefficients on the interaction of expected mean and expected volatil-

ity measure the differential response of rice farmers. Likewise, the third line

estimates the parameters of interest: the response to volatility and expected

returns of rice farmers expecting a harvest after controlling for the responses

of households in general and rice farmers in general. The Had Harvest indi-

cator accounts for the fact that some farmers have fairly short gaps between

their harvests; these farmers might simultaneously be expecting a new har-

vest and be taking the output of a recent harvest to market. The main effect

and interactions prevent the post-harvest response (which may include arbi-

trage, etc.) from contaminating the pre-harvest response. The main effect of

being a rice farmer is absorbed into the household fixed-effects, so the regres-

sion is indeed a triple-difference estimator. In most of my specifications I re-

place the bolded main effects of the mean and volatility with time dummies∑∑∑
t[MonthDummy]t for a more conservative specification.

In the theoretical framework of Section ?? the coefficient on [Expecting Harvest]it×
[V olatility]t implements the Risk Test. The model predicts it should be positive

and significant. Likewise, the coefficient on [Expecting Harvest]it× [Mean]t im-

plements the Returns Test and should be negative and significant.

To implement the Insurance Test—that households with insurance respond

less strongly to volatility—I leverage between-household transfers. In both the

developing and developed worlds households rely on cash from friends and
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family in difficult times, making it a form of insurance.3 I define net incoming

transfers as the cash value of gifts the household receives minus gifts it gives.

Figure [fig] shows that households harvesting rice can expect more incoming

transfers when the international rice price is low than high, confirming that

households use transfers to shield themselves from income shocks.

To act as insurance, transfers must come when a household’s own revenue is

low.4 I define a household as insured if the correlation between the household’s

revenue and incoming transfers is negative. I run the triple-difference regres-

sion separately for households with and without insurance; Test ?? states the

coefficient on [Expecting Harvest]it × [V olatility]t should be smaller for house-

holds with insurance.

6.2. A Monthly Measure of Conditional Rice Price Volatility

The risk and under-specialization theory predicts that an all-else-equal increase

in the variance of a households income should cause it to enter more side activities—

that is, decrease its degree of specialization. Since I use rice farmers expecting

a harvest as my treatment group, I need a monthly measure of the volatility of

their income.

The measure I use is the conditional volatility of the international rice price.

Although each farmer’s exact return to a kilo of rice need not be the interna-

tional price—transport costs for example can cause the gate price to differ from

the international price—the actual return will move with the international price.

Local prices will moreover be contaminated by local shocks that affect other as-

pects of the village economy; the international market for rice is large enough

that no shock at the level of a single village in my sample can create endogene-

ity.5

No standard dataset of volatility for rice prices exists, so I must construct a

measure from the time series of prices. I model the monthly price with the Au-

toregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model of ? with one modi-

3?, for example, find that exogenous shocks to household income in the rural Phillipines
cause changes of opposite sign in international remittance flows.

4Recall from Section ?? that my definition of revenue excludes remittances and aggregates
returns from economic activities that require effort.

5Talk about national shocks like floods in 2011
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fication: I assume the level of the price follows a random walk.

More formally, suppose Pt is the price in month t and zt is an orthogonal

standard normal innovation. The model is

Pt = Pt−1 + εt

εt = zt
√
ht, zt ∼ N(0, 1)

ht = τ0 + τ1ε
2
t−1.

I estimate this model using conditional maximum likelihood.6 Assuming a

farmer must choose the number of economic activities for month t at the begin-

ning (before the price for that month is announced), he will base his decision

on E[σ2
t | ε2

t−1] = ht. The predicted values of h of the estimated model are consis-

tent estimates of the true conditional volatilities. In the empirical specifications

of Section ?? I use the square root of this measure to make its units comparable

to the mean.7

Figure ?? plots the actual price of rice, the predicted mean, and the predicted

standard deviation. Simple though it is, the random walk assumption makes

very accurate predictions about the mean. The red lines demarcate the start

and end of the time period covered in the monthly panel data. The sample

spans a time when prices are relatively stable, ending well before the massive

food price spike of 2008.

6.3. The Costs of Under-Specialization

Section ??’s empirical approach will determine whether the poor enter addi-

tional economic activities to mitigate risk. It will not determine whether doing

so costs them foregone income. But Smith’s pin-maker parable has been can-

onized precisely because it illustrates why specialization creates economic ben-

efit. To verify the full story I must demonstrate that households could increase

6The true distribution of zt need not be normal; the (quasi) maximum likelihood estimator
based on a normal distribution is still consistent.

7The reader may question the assumption that rural farmers base their decisions on the pre-
dictions of an ARCH process. A less complicated measure like the absolute change in prices
between months controlling for the price level has similar effects on economic activities. These
results are in Table ??.
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their average revenue if only they did specialize. In other words, I must show

that risk not only impacts specialization but causes under-specialization.

Identifying the causal impact of more economic activities on revenue re-

quires instruments. Luckily, Section ?? has already produced a set: the responses

to the expected mean and volatility of the rice price among farmers expecting a

harvest. Since these farmers do not yet have their harvests in hand, movements

of the price cannot affect their current revenue directly. Since the time span I

examine is very short—the observations are monthly—changes in investment

behavior due to heightened risk will not have any immediate effect. This leaves

the change in the number of economic activities as the only channel of effect.

Though plausibly exogenous, the responses of rice farmers expecting a har-

vest by construction cannot test any predictions about the effect of more ac-

tivities on total revenue. The farmers’ primary source of revenue has not yet

been harvested, so all I observe is their revenue from secondary activities. But

I can nevertheless verify if under-specialization is costly because the Cost Test

is about the effect of more activities on revenue from side activities. If the in-

strumental variables estimate of the effect of activities on revenue is negative, it

means under-specialization must be costly.

The first-stage is exactly the regression presented in Section ??. The second

stage is

[Revenue]it = [FE]i + ̂[Activities]it +
∑
t

[Month Dummy]t

+ [Expecting Harvest]it + [Had Harvest]it

+ [Rice Farmer]i × [V olatility]t + [Rice Farmer]i × [Mean]t

+ [Had Harvest]it × [V olatility]t + [Had Harvest]it × [Mean]t + εit.

The model passes the Cost Test if the coefficient on ̂[Activities]it is negative.

To implement the OLS Bias Test, I must estimate the simple OLS regression8

8I use OLS because it maps most closely to the theory, but fixed-effects estimates are similar.
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[Revenue]it =
∑
t

[Month Dummy]t + [Activities]it + εit

and compare the OLS coefficient on [Activities] to its analog from the IV re-

gression. The test predicts the OLS coefficient should be more positive than the

IV coefficient.

6.4. Is the Empirical Approach Valid?

Does a Thai Rice Farmer Really Care About the International Rice Price?

A rice farmer’s income depends on the price she receives for her harvest, which

is not the same as the international price. Is it plausible that farmers would

actually respond to movements in the international price? Anecdotal evidence

from the villages of the data sample suggests farmers actually follow the inter-

national price carefully in newspapers and on television. Aggregate information

is more easily accessible than the local price of un-milled rice, which a farmer

only learns when her acquaintances report back from visiting the market. More

importantly, I find that a rise in the international price does predict a rise in

sample-wide average of prices received at harvest (see Column 1 of Table ?? in

Appendix ??).

Do Farmers Manipulate their Harvest or Selling Date?

If farmers delay their harvest to coincide with high prices, the variation I exploit

may not be exogenous. This is unlikely to be a concern given the biology of

rice in Thailand. Rice is a semi-aquatic plant that while growing (largely under-

water) is relatively safe from pests and weather damage. But once the plant is

mature it must be harvested and dried quickly to prevent spoilage and damage

from pests. I also find strong evidence against strategic selling. The correlation

between rice sold and rice harvested (conditional on a harvest) is over .85, im-

plying farmers immediately sell most of their harvest (see Column 2 of Table ??

in Appendix ??).

Is Rice Near Harvest-Time Really an Activity?

The model assumes a household must allocate labor between its primary ac-

tivity and side activities; does a household really work on its rice paddy in the

lead-up to a harvest? The version of the data released as of this writing does not
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contain crop-by-crop labor allocation data. However, I can observe the amount

of labor a household puts towards its fields as a whole in the months before

and after harvest. Rice farming households work no less in their fields until the

month after harvest (see Figure ?? in Appendix ??).

Other Concerns

In Appendix ?? I explore whether several other potential issues may be driv-

ing the results. I find no evidence that non-independent returns, general equi-

librium effects, or changes in household composition or labor supply bias my

results. The reader may also worry that Thai rice farmers cannot or do not com-

pute conditional expectations and volatilities. I demonstrate that the results

stand when I use simple heuristics in place of the ARCH predicted values: cur-

rent price and absolute price change from the previous month.

7. Results: Risk and Under-Specialization

Tables ?? and ?? report the results of the regressions described in Sections ??

and ??. All regressions except OLS in Column (1) of Table ?? use a two-stage

bootstrap described in Appendix ?? to produce 95% confidence intervals and

significance levels. The bootstrap accounts for the use of generated regressors

(the predicted mean and volatility) estimated in Section ?? and allows for ar-

bitrary within-household correlation in the errors. The coefficients relevant to

tests from Section ?? are color-coded by test; see the table notes for the key.

Table ?? reports the coefficients relevant to Tests 1, 2, and 3. Exactly as the

theory predicts in Test 1, the coefficient on [Expecting Harvest]it × [V olatility]t

is positive; households increase the number of economic activities in response

to a rise in risk. The coefficient implies a 10% rise in the standard deviation

causes households to enter roughly .04 additional economic activities. Given

the average number of economic activities is 4.6, the local elasticity is roughly

.085. The theory also predicts in Test 3 the coefficient on [Expecting Harvest]it×
[Mean]t should be negative, which it is. The magnitude implies a 10% rise in

the expected price causes a decrease of .2 activities, implying a local elasticity

of -.44. In other words, a decrease in the standard deviation of 10% increases

specialization as much as a 2% increase in the returns.
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Specifications (3) and (4) split the sample into the insured and uninsured

as described in Section ?? to implement the Insurance Test with separate re-

gressions. As predicted, the response of insured households is smaller and less

statistically significant. Specification (5) implements the test in a single regres-

sion (the second column records the coefficients on each variable interacted

with an indicator for insurance). As predicted, the risk response coefficient on

the interaction is negative, but I am unable to reject the null of no difference.

Given that my sample contains so few households, the likely cause is a lack of

power. Specification (5) shows that the response of the uninsured is double that

of the population as a whole: a 10% decrease in the standard deviation has the

same effect as a 4% increase in returns.

Columns (1) and (2) of Table ?? report the coefficients relevant to Tests 4 and

5. According to the theory a negative coefficient on activities in the IV regression

is possible only if under-specialization is costly; Column (2) shows the theory

passes Test 4. It is difficult to interpret the magnitude of the coefficient. In Sec-

tion ?? I show it is not the fixed cost of new activities because it also captures the

household’s allocation of labor between activities. But even if it were, the vari-

ation in fixed costs between households and the centrality of each household’s

cost in its specialization decision together mean the estimated coefficient is not

an average cost but a local average cost.

Column (2) reports the OLS regression of total revenue on number of eco-

nomic activities. For the reasons I explain in Section ??, OLS is upward biased.

The upward bias produces a positive coefficient even though Smith’s theory of

specialization predicts less specialization should decrease revenue. The IV esti-

mates in Column (3) reverse the sign: more activities lowers revenue, exactly as

the theory predicts. The size of the coefficient is large; if this were the average

cost of an additional economic activity, the coefficient implies every new activ-

ity costs a household 63% of the average monthly revenue. But as the model

in Section ?? demonstrates, it is not the average cost but rather a continuous

analog to the “local average treatment effect” of the heterogeneous treatment

effect literature.
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8. The Alternative Theory: Lumpy Investments

The lumpy investment theory of under-specialization asserts that ”the poor

cannot raise the capital they would need to run a business that would occupy

them fully” (?). Consider the following example: an individual can work as a tai-

lor, a carpenter, or as a baker. Anyone can learn the basics skills of any trade, but

expanding a business—sewing more than a few shirts or baking more than a few

loaves every day—requires buying a large and lumpy piece of capital. Would-be

tailors need sewing machines and would-be bakers need ovens. But binding

credit constraints prevent anyone from buying the necessary capital and ex-

panding to the necessary scale. Since its tailoring business must remain too

small to cover its consumption, the household must also start a bakery. Then

although each household would have preferred to specialize and trade, the lack

of capital forces everyone to do everything to the detriment of all. The theory

that poor people can only profitably work at any given task for so long and take

up other crafts to occupy their free time is actually a consequence of the lumpy

investment theory.9

To test the lumpy investment theory I exploit a government program that

produced quasi-experimental variation in credit availability. If the theory is

true, households would specialize if only they had the credit to make the neces-

sary lumpy investment. Then we would expect a relaxation of credit constraints

would cause a decrease in each household’s number of economic activities. The

program I exploit is the Million Baht Program. The program was rapidly imple-

mented in all the villages of the Townsend Thai annual survey (among others)

in the latter part of 2001 and provided one million Thai baht to each village’s

community lending facility. Since the size of the transfer was the same for each

village regardless of size, a smaller village received a larger per-household trans-

fer. ??, who are the first to exploit the program, argue that villages in Thailand

9Assuming labor and capital (or whatever factor requires the lumpy investment) are comple-
ments. To see this most simply, take an extreme example: perfect complementarity. Suppose
an activity m produces revenue with production function ym = Am min[L,K], with m = T,B for
tailoring or baking. Suppose WLOG AT > AB for some household. If the household’s labor en-
dowment is L̄, it will specialize in tailoring with K∗ = L̄. But suppose increasing capital beyond
K̃ < K∗ requires a lumpy investment the household cannot afford. If the household special-
ized, it would be left with L̄ − K̃ units of unused labor. In other words, it would be idle. The
alternative is to spend its remaining time baking, so its total revenue isAT K̃+AB(L̄−K̃) < AT L̄.
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were delineated decades prior to the program by bureaucratic fiat for adminis-

trative convenience. Since the sizes of villages are effectively random, the per-

household increase in credit availability is also random. The authors find the

program had little effect on average investment largely because decreased in-

vestment by some households offset the increased investment by others. More

recently, ? used the program to test measures of within-sector factor allocative

efficiency in the rice sector. I find the program had large but transient effects on

overall efficiency acting largely through improved financial market efficiency.10

Since I do not know the exact month when the program reached any given

village, I use the annual data and treat 2001 as the year of program implemen-

tation. The program effect is captured by the interaction of the year of (and

year after) implementation interacted with some measure of village size. In one

specification I use an indicator for whether the household is in the bottom quar-

tile in number of households; in the other I use the actual per-household injec-

tion (1 million/number of households). The lumpy investment theory predicts

the signs of the coefficients should be negative and significant.

Table ?? reports that the coefficients have the wrong sign. The positively

signed effect of the program in the year immediately after the program is sig-

nificant in Specification (1), but the effect does not appear in Specification (3),

which restricts estimation to a balanced panel. The other specifications find

no statistically significant effects of credit availability on the number of eco-

nomic activities. Lumpy investments do not appear to explain economic under-

specialization in Thailand.

9. Conclusion

If the benefits of specialization are so remarkable—and the Industrial Revolu-

tion proved they are—why would the poor fail to exploit them? The answer is

fear: the fear of specializing in an activity with risky returns.

I find that Thai rice farmers expecting a harvest increase their number of

10Is the program still a valid source of exogenous variation if it affected within-sector effi-
ciency? Improved within-sector efficiency would likely increase the returns to any particular
activity and so should increase the incentives to specialize. If anything, my estimates should be
biased towards finding an effect, making the lack of evidence that much more pronounced.
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economic activities when confronted with more volatile prices, which is exactly

what a simple model of risk and specialization predicts. I find suggestive evi-

dence that risk affects uninsured households the most and confirm the model’s

prediction that higher expected returns lower the number of activities. The size

of an uninsured household’s response to a 10% fall in volatility is equivalent to

a 4% rise in expected returns. I use the induced change as exogenous variation

in the number of activities to verify under-specialization does cost households

foregone revenue. Finally, I test an alternative theory of under-specialization—

that the poor must run many small businesses because they lack the credit to

make lumpy investments—and find no supporting evidence.

Muhammad Yunus, founder of the Grameen Bank, claims the poor are ”nat-

ural entrepreneurs” because of their many economic activities. My results sug-

gest instead that the poor are driven into entrepreneurship by the fear of a risky

income stream. Like any choice made under duress, the choice to diversify eco-

nomic activities is inefficient. The poor become jacks of all trades as a second-

best option to what they really want: a single profession with the safety of a

paycheck.
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A Detailed Data Appendix

A1. Time Series Variables

• Consumer Prices: From Bank of Thailand monthly index, acquired from

Global Financial Data database. Data were used with permission of Global

Financial Data.

• International Rice Price: Acquired from IMF monthly commodity price

data. Deflated using monthly consumer price index.
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A2. Panel Variables

• Rice Harvest: From module 7 (Crop Harvest) section of the monthly sur-

vey. Keep only un-milled rice (both sticky and non-sticky). Define rice

harvest soon as a reported positive harvest of unmilled rice in the subse-

quent three months. Define rice harvest past as having had positive har-

vest of unmilled rice in the current or previous three months. Define rice

farmer (or rice harvest ever) as having had a positive rice harvest at any

point in the survey span.

• Crop-Plots: From module 5 (Crop Activities) section of the monthly sur-

vey. Make the monthly aggregate of “value transacted” for each house-

holds sale of each crop. This is the revenue from crops. For number of

crop plots, I use the “projected harvest” table, which asks farmers to pre-

dict revenue for each productive crop. Every entry corresponds to a dif-

ferent perceived revenue stream for the farmer, so I take number of crop-

plots as simply the count of these for each household in each month.

• Aquaculture: From module 10 (Fish-Shrimp) of the monthly survey. For

each household, make monthly aggregates of the value of fish and shrimp

output; this is the revenue from aquaculture. I compute whether a house-

hold does aquaculture as whether it reports raising fish/shrimp or having

shrimp ponds in a given month.

• Large Businesses: From module 12 (Household Business) of the monthly

survey. For each household, make monthly aggregates of the cash and in-

kind revenue plus the value of products/services consumed by the house-

hold; this is the revenue from large businesses. Compute the number of

businesses for each household as the number of entries in the household

report of revenues.

• Small/Miscellaneous Businesses: From module 24 (Income) of the monthly

survey. For each household, make monthly aggregates of the cash and

in-kind revenue for each ”other” income source; this is the revenue from

miscellaneous businesses. Compute the number of miscellaneous activi-

ties for each household as the number of entries in the household report

of revenues.
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• Number of Jobs: From module 11 (Activities-Occupation). For each per-

son and each job number in any month, mark if it was worked the previ-

ous two and the following two months (note that jobs are not assigned job

numbers in their first months, so technically I only check the previous one

month as it must have been worked the month before to have an ID). If so,

it is a steady job. I count each households total number of jobs and steady

jobs each month, then compute the number of unsteady jobs as the differ-

ence. For each job and each month, sum the cash and in-kind payments

and aggregate by household-month. This is the monthly job revenue.

• Number of Activities: I define number of activities as simply the sum of

the number of crop plots, the number of livestock activities, the indicator

for practice of aquaculture, the number of large businesses, the number

of jobs, and the number of miscellaneous activities.

• Total Revenue, Consumption, and Transfers: Total revenue is the sum of

revenue from crop activities, livestock activities, aquaculture, large busi-

nesses, jobs, and miscellaneous activities. Total consumption is the sum

of all domestic expenditures by both cash and credit plus consumption

of home-produced goods. Expenditures reported at a weekly rather than

monthly frequency (in module 23W, Weekly Expenditures Update) are ag-

gregated by month for each household and added to those reported at a

monthly frequency (in module 23M, Monthly Expenditures Update). Trans-

fers are defined as the household’s net incoming transfers. More precisely,

I aggregate by household-month the transfers from people inside and out-

side the village and subtract similarly aggregated transfers to people in-

side and outside the village (all found in module 13 on Remittances). I use

only transfers not earmarked for a specific event because these unplanned

transfers are more like insurance.

B Verifying the Validity of Assumptions
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C Inference: The Two-Stage Bootstrap

The predicted mean and volatility are both generated regressors, so I must ad-

just my inference to account for their presence. It is easy to see that under my

assumptions the full estimators match the conditions for ?. Directly applying

their analytic expressions is inconvenient and also problematic because small

sample bias in the time series estimates might produce an abnormal small sam-

ple distribution for the estimated parameters. But the asymptotic normality

their propositions guarantee also ensures the validity of bootstrapped confi-

dence intervals and hypothesis tests.

I implement the procedure as outlined in Figures ??-??. First, I prepare the

time series of rice prices for resampling. I form “blocks” consisting of the con-

temporaneous price and however many lags I need to estimate the time series

model. I then group every observation into one or more “blocks of blocks,” con-

tiguous interlocking sets of observations and their associated lags.

Next, I run the bootstrap replications. Each replication follows five interme-

diate steps. First, I sample with replacement the blocks of blocks of rice prices to

construct a bootstrapped time series of equal length to the original time series.

I estimate the parameters of the time series model on the bootstrapped data.

I then resample with replacement households (together with all their monthly

observations) from the panel to construct a bootstrapped panel with as many

households as the original panel. Then I use the estimated time series model

to predict the conditional mean and variance of the international rice price for

each household-month observation. Finally, I estimate the panel specification

and record the resulting coefficients. I run 1000 replications for the risk specifi-

cation and 2000 replications for the IV specifications.

The final step is to compute confidence intervals and p-values. To construct

confidence intervals, I use the dataset of estimated parameters from bootstrap

replications to find the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. These are the boundaries

of the 95% confidence interval. To construct p-values, I compute the absolute

t-statistic centered around the original parameter estimate for each replica-

tion. The fraction of these absolute t-statistics that is greater than the original

t-statistic is the p-value.
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D Other Tests of Robustness
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Table 1
Rice Prices and Sales

Avg. Transaction Price Rice Sold
b/se b/se

Int. Rice Price 0.333∗∗

(0.14)
Rice Harvested 0.856∗∗∗

(0.01)
Constant 1.500 -2043.744∗∗∗

(1.53) (70.44)
N 62 2126

Note: Column 1 — The unit of observation is a survey round. The dependent variable is the average price of a kilogram
of rice based on actual transactions; the independent variable is the international price of rice in baht per kilogram.
Not all survey rounds include any sales of rice—hence the number of observations is smaller than the number of survey
rounds. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust. Column 2 — The unit of observation in this regression is the
household-month conditional on positive rice harvest.
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Table 3
Under-Specialization is Costly

(1) (2)
Revenue Revenue

Activities 1851.257*** -13883.30**
[949.50,2753.01] [-30990.86,-3612.91]

Rice Farmer
-×Mean -128.97

[-329.87,20.00]
-× Volatility -272.90

[-2165.46,948.74]
Expecting Harvest
- Main 4993.52

[-3632.31,17951.96]
-×Mean (Excluded Instrument)

-× Volatility (Excluded Instrument)

Recent Harvest
- Main -34753.04*

[-78172.39,-4899.71]
-×Mean 300.00

[-70.79,767.66]
-× Volatility 234.48

[-2107.58,4204.75]
Household Fixed-Effects No Yes
Month Fixed-Effects Yes Yes
Households 743 743
Observations 48329 48329
F-stat Exc. Inst. 13.604
Hansen’s J Stat 0.125

Note: The first column implements a naive OLS estimate of monthly revenue on number of economic activities. The
second column estimates the triple-difference IV specification with (unreported) household fixed-effects and month
dummies. The main effects of the conditional mean and volatility are colinear with the month dummies, and the main
effect of being a rice farmer is colinear with the household fixed effects, so neither is estimated. Column 1 of Table ?? is
the first-stage, where the indicated coefficients are the excluded instruments. The bracketed ranges are 95% confidence
intervals. I compute the confidence intervals and the significance levels represented by the asterisks using a two-stage
bootstrap that corrects for generated regressors and clusters at the household level (see Appendix ??). The value of the
F-statistic on the excluded instruments from the first stage meets common standards for strength. The value of the J-
statistic for overidentification is much too small to reject the null of exogenous instruments. The estimated coefficients
are color-coded to reflect the tests they implement from the theory (see Section ??): Test 4 (Cost),Test 5 (OLS Bias).
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Table 4
Testing the Theory of Lumpy Investments

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Activities Activities Activities Activities

b/se b/se b/se b/se
Small Village -0.010 0.102

(0.11) (0.11)
2001 X Small 0.132 0.175

(0.16) (0.16)
2002 X Small 0.213 0.144

(0.14) (0.15)
Credit/HH 3.010 9.977

(13.47) (13.28)
2001 X Credit/HH 11.540 11.569

(8.63) (8.20)
2002 X Credit/HH 21.857∗ 16.619

(11.55) (11.86)
Household Fixed-Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed-Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Villages 80 80 64 64
Households 1502 1502 706 706
Observations 15340 15340 9884 9884
All standard errors clustered by village

Note: The regressions use the larger impact of the Million Baht Program on small villages. The coefficient on the interac-
tion of size with the implmentation year (2001) captures the effect of relaxed credit on number of activities. I compute
number of activities as closely as possible to the methodology in the risk regressions and mark a village as “small” if
it is in the bottom quartile of number of households. The alternative specification uses the average per-household
credit injection (one million divided by number of households). The first two columns use the largest possible sample
of households while the last two use a balanced panel. The lumpy investment theory predicts the program’s impact
should be negative and significant, which it is not.
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Table 5
Robustness: Main Results Excluding Pre-Harvest Rice Sales

(1) (2)
Activities Revenue

(1) (2)
Activities Revenue

Activities -14195.18**
[-30152.21,-4348.14]

Rice Farmer
-×Mean 0.00 -86.06

[-0.00,0.01] [-270.98,71.63]
-× Volatility -0.09** -368.73

[-0.29,-0.04] [-2437.34,878.75]
Expecting Harvest
- Main 1.37*** -238.27

[0.39,1.92] [-6361.03,8661.24]
-×Mean -0.01*** (Excluded Instrument)

[-0.02,-0.01]
-× Volatility 0.05* (Excluded Instrument)

[-0.00,0.18]
Recent Harvest
- Main -0.63 -27329.39*

[-3.42,0.25] [-68381.34,706.23]
-×Mean -0.01*** 147.78

[-0.02,-0.00] [-161.76,521.56]
-× Volatility 0.17*** 1095.82

[0.10,0.51] [-1053.76,5783.96]
Household Fixed-Effects No Yes
Month Fixed-Effects Yes Yes
Households 743 743
Observations 47395 47395
F-stat Exc. Inst. 10.054
Hansen’s J Stat 0.015

Note:
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Table 6
Robustness: Non-Generated Volatility Measure

(1) (2)
Activities Revenue

Activities -9305.776∗

[-19145.72,534.17]
Rice Farmer
-×Mean 0.009∗∗∗ -21.253

[0.00,0.01] [-181.62,139.12]
-× Volatility -0.055∗∗∗ -397.123

[-0.07,-0.04] [-898.06,103.82]
Expecting Harvest
- Main 2.578∗∗∗ 1537.605

[1.96,3.20] [-7017.51,10092.71]
-×Mean -0.019∗∗∗

[-0.02,-0.01]
-× Volatility 0.024∗∗∗

[0.01,0.04]
Recent Harvest
- Main 1.300∗∗∗ 148.018

[0.59,2.01] [-28041.52,28337.55]
-×Mean -0.018∗∗∗ -44.617

[-0.02,-0.01] [-328.34,239.10]
-× Volatility 0.053∗∗∗ 965.185∗∗

[0.04,0.07] [211.07,1719.30]
Constant 4.270∗∗∗

[3.84,4.70]
Households 743 743
Observations 48329 48329
F-stat Exc. Inst. 20.660
Hansen’s J Stat 0.369

Note: These regressions use heuristic measures of mean and variance of prices in place of the predicted values from the
ARCH(1) model. I measure the mean as simply the current price and the variance as the absolute change in the price
from the previous month. The p-values and confidence intervals are computed using asymptotic standard errors that
cluster by households.
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Table 7
Robustness: Risk Results Controlling for Labor and Household Size

(1) (2)
Activities Activities

Rice Farmer
-×Mean 0.00 0.00

[-0.00,0.01] [-0.00,0.01]
-× Volatility -0.10*** -0.10**

[-0.26,-0.05] [-0.32,-0.05]
Expecting Harvest
- Main 1.78*** 1.86***

[1.00,2.37] [0.82,2.46]
-×Mean -0.01*** -0.01***

[-0.02,-0.01] [-0.02,-0.01]
-× Volatility 0.05* 0.05*

[-0.00,0.15] [0.01,0.18]
Recent Harvest
- Main -0.54 -0.61

[-2.47,0.28] [-3.53,0.25]
-×Mean -0.01*** -0.01***

[-0.02,-0.00] [-0.02,-0.00]
-× Volatility 0.16*** 0.17***

[0.09,0.40] [0.10,0.52]
Total Household Labor 0.01***

[0.00,0.01]
Household Size 0.13***

[0.07,0.19]
Household Fixed-Effects Yes Yes
Month Fixed-Effects Yes Yes
Households 743 743
Observations 48160 48164

Note:
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Table 8
Robustness: Revenue Results Controlling for Labor and Household Size

(1) (2) (3)
Revenue Revenue Revenue

Activities -17060.61*** -11232.10** -14121.34**
[-34233.53,-6230.30] [-26498.70,-2679.13] [-30065.12,-4755.21]

Rice Farmer
-×Mean -91.88 -112.59 -78.17

[-281.52,66.28] [-317.53,41.12] [-244.91,69.41]
-× Volatility -791.17 -493.25 -956.84

[-3198.94,403.45] [-2728.30,562.07] [-3603.86,141.36]
Expecting Harvest
- Main 4897.58 7295.65 7192.17

[-3305.05,17278.34] [-339.65,20379.13] [-497.92,18084.96]
Recent Harvest
- Main -34442.87** -28550.62* -28256.34**

[-75470.80,-5690.34] [-72140.06,-2296.48] [-68749.30,-1940.35]
-×Mean 288.46 167.55 157.39

[-45.32,722.62] [-176.42,578.93] [-151.10,517.92]
-× Volatility 161.63 1018.61 946.90

[-2312.48,3298.51] [-1337.55,4839.11] [-1686.56,5013.26]
Total Household Labor 275.42*** 253.15***

[202.43,385.70] [183.24,352.32]
Household Size 950.03 692.91

[-637.48,3533.41] [-835.94,2614.27]
Household Fixed-Effects Yes Yes Yes
Month Fixed-Effects Yes Yes Yes
Households 743 743 743
Observations 48160 48329 48160
F-stat Exc. Inst. 13.154 13.604 13.154
Hansen’s J Stat 0.273 0.002 0.002

Note:
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Table 9
Robustness: Regressor of Interest Does not Affect Wages

(1)
Activities

Mean 0.01
[-0.02,0.05]

Volatility 0.66
[-0.02,2.32]

Rice Farmer
- Main -43.31

[-167.84,12.38]
-×Mean 0.01

[-0.16,0.23]
-× Volatility 0.52

[-3.07,5.92]
Expecting Harvest
- Main 24.62

[-23.44,116.85]
-×Mean -0.06

[-0.23,0.08]
-× Volatility -2.90

[-14.31,4.24]
Recent Harvest
- Main 20.65

[-0.94,72.20]
-×Mean -0.07

[-0.25,0.13]
-× Volatility -1.80

[-9.82,1.66]
Village Fixed-Effects Yes
Month Fixed-Effects No
Villages 16
Observations 1152

Note:
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Figure 1
Intuition of the Simplified Case
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p is the

variance of the primary economic activity. A rise in the variance of the return to the primary economic activity causes
the threshold fixed cost to rise. Since households are now willing to pay more for insurance, the highlighted mass of
individuals switches from specialization to having a side activity.

Figure 2
Why is OLS Upward-Biased?
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Figure 3
Variation in Household Revenue Across Subgroups
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Figure 4
Household Response to Negative Income Shocks
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Figure 5
Correlation Between Monthly Revenue and Consumption
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Figure 6
Number of Economic Activities, Rice Farmers and Non-Rice Farmers
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Figure 7
Riskiness of Revenue and Number of Economic Activities
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Figure 8
Response to Conditional Volatility
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Note: The triple-difference estimator compares the response of a rice farmer expecting a harvest when rice prices are
stable (A) to when they are volatile (B).
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Figure 9
Rice Price and Predicted Mean and Conditional Standard Deviation
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Figure 10
An Impending Rice Harvest Requires Labor
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Note: The figure plots coefficients on dummies for periods before and after the harvest in a regression. Dashed lines
are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 11
Households Receive More Transfers when Prices are Low at Harvest
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Note: The first bar depicts average incoming transfers for households harvesting rice when the international rice price
is in the upper three quartiles of the periods of the sample. The second bar depicts the bottom quartile.
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Figure 12
Bootstrap, Step 1: Forming Blocks of Blocks
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Note: First, I prepare the time series of rice prices for resampling. I form “blocks” consisting of the contemporaneous
price and however many lags I need to estimate the time series model. I then group every observation into one or more
“blocks of blocks,” contiguous interlocking sets of observations and their associated lags.
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Figure 13
Bootstrap, Step 2: Bootstrap Replications
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Bootstrap Replication 

Note: Next, I run the bootstrap replications. Each replication follows five intermediate steps. First, I sample with re-
placement the blocks of blocks of rice prices to construct a bootstrapped time series of equal length to the original time
series. I estimate the parameters of the time series model on the bootstrapped data. I then resample with replacement
households (together with all their monthly observations) from the panel to construct a bootstrapped panel with as
many households as the original panel. Then I use the estimated time series model to predict the conditional mean
and variance of the international rice price for each household-month observation. Finally, I estimate the panel speci-
fication and record the resulting coefficients. I run 1000 replications for the risk specification and 2000 replications for
the IV specifications.
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Figure 14
Bootstrap, Step 3: Constructing Confidence Intervals and P-Values
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Note: The final step is to compute confidence intervals and p-values. To construct confidence intervals, I use the
dataset of estimated parameters from bootstrap replications to find the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. These are the
boundaries of the 95% confidence interval. To construct p-values, I compute the absolute t-statistic centered around
the original parameter estimate for each replication. The fraction of these absolute t-statistics that is greater than the
original t-statistic is the p-value.
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